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Temporary Compromise
Is Agreed To At Tappan
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Study Calls For Cut In
Automobile Usage Taxes

Partly Cloudy

Ford Meeting With Governors
On Pending Natural Gas Crisis
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett
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Observe 63rd Anniversary
Nanci Peterson Honored At
Shower At Loberger Home
An evening shower was given
Wednesday, August 20, by Mrs.
Gordon Loberger in her lovely
home on Parklane Drive in
honor of Miss Nanci Peterson,
bride-elect of Steven Wendell
Givens of Mayfield.
Miss
Leslie
Loberger
presided over the guest register
and helped with the gifts as they
were opened.
For the occasion Miss
Peterson chose a street length
dress and matching jacket of
soft beige and white flowered
print. Corsages of. lavender
carnations were presented to
the bride-elect and her mother,
Mrs. Clell Peterson, by the
hostess.
Based on the bride's color
scheme, the serving table was
decorated in lavender and
white. Serving as a centerpiece

was a large scalloped watermelon half holding a mixture of
melon balls and other fruits.
Lavender candles and ribbons
furthered the decorative
arrangements. Mrs. A. L.
Hough assisted in serving the
guests.
About twenty friends of the
bride-elect attended and
brought many lovely gifts.
Special guests were the
prospective groom's mother,
Mrs. Wendell Givens, and his
grandmother, Mrs. Herbert
Givens, both of Mayfield.

Keeping your garage floor
clean can help keep your tires
in good condition, because, says
the National Automobile Club,
oil that collects on the floor can
cause tires to deteriorate.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett of
Fulton celebrated their 63rd
wedding anniversary last
weekend at the College Street
Community Center, Fulton,
with their children hosts for the
two-day festivities.
Family luncheons were enjoyed on Saturday and Sunday,
and both days friends dropped
by to offer congratulations.
Refreshments of cake and
punch were served.
The Fulton couple was
married on August 18, 1912.
They are the parents of nine
children, three of whom are
deceased — Earl Bennett, Mary
Ruth Bennett and Mary
Cranford. Other children include, Raymond Bennett and
Harold Bennett of Fulton, Paul
Bennett of Detroit, Norman
Bennett of Bowling Green, Ava
Nell Hornsby, Paducah and
Billy Bennett of Allen Park,
Michigan.
It was the first time all the
children and their families had
been together in many years.
Grandchildren of the honored
couple are: Joe Lynn Bennett,

Fulton, Gary Bennett, South
Fulton, pr. Donald Bennett
.
s
Murray, Shelia Roberts, TipThursday,iftigust.28
„ Junior Golf Tourney banquet
tonville, Tenn., Cathy McCoy,
Parents
of
Murray will be at the Murray Country
Water Valley, Sherri Ferguson, Cooperating Pre School will Club at six p.m. Each
one bring
Columbus, Allen Bennett, meet at Gleason Hall, North a covered dish.
Detroit, Capt. Ronnie Bennett, 12th and Payne Streets, with
Friday, August 29
Bamberg, Germany, Joe and three year olds group at seven
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Carol Bennett, Detroit, Phil p. in. and four year olds group
Gerald Garner and three sons
Bennett of Louisville, Beverly at 7:45 p. m.
whose home and contents were
Bennett, Murray, Debbie Flatt,
Detroit, Keith and Mark BenXi Alpha Delta Chapter of destroyed by fire will be at the
nett of Allen Park, Mich.
Beta Sigma Phi will have its home of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Great grandchildren are beginning day at the home of Pridemore, 804 North 17th
Street, at 7:30 p.m. For inNatalie Bennett, South Fulton, Joyce Thomas at 7:30 p. m.
formation call 753-9686 or 753Carol Yolanda and Mark McCoy, Water Valley, Heather
Wranglers Riding Club will 0748.
Bennett of Bamberg, Germany
have a business meeting at the
South Marshall-North
and Melissa and Samatha
club grounds at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway Optimist Club will
Bennett of Louisville.
sponsor an "old fashion" box
supper
at the Hardin ComWelcome
back
potluck
supper
Eminent domain means that
munity Building at seven p.m.
the federal or state govern- will be held by the Southwest
ments can condemn private Elementary School PTC at Special guests will be the
property for public use with seven p.m. at the school Sundowners, Happy Life
"due process" and "just com- cafeteria. Bread and drinks will Quartet, and Congressman
Carroll Hubbard.
be furnished.
pensation."
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a.m.

*****************************************

Mr. and Mrs. Will Noah
Friday, August 23
Shopping for Murray Senior Williams, formerly of Murray,
Citizens to Big K and downtown will be honored at a reception in
observance of their golden
will be at 12:30 p.m.
wedding anniversary from two
to four p. m. at their home, 157
Saturday, August 30
Third annual New Providence Calvert Drive, Reidland, at
Riding Club Super Horse Show Paducah.
will be held at club grounds
starting at four p.m.
Monday, September 1
Murray Training School class Bethany Sunday School Class
of 1950 will have a reunion at the of First Baptist Church will
Murray Woman's Club House at have a potluck supper at the
seven p. m. A social hour for church at six p. m.
other graduates or friendsof the
class will be at 8:30 p. m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Serendipity Stroll, 45 minute
walk, will start at Center
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Station, Land Between The
the Mental Health Center at
Lakes, at ten a. m.
7:30 p. m.
Dance featuring Country Wild
willbe for members of Murray
Welcome to new members ot
Moose Lodge and their out of
the Oaks Country Club will be at
county guests at the lodge hall the Waterfield
Student Union
from eight p. m. to midnight.
Ballroom, Murray
State
University. A catered dinner
will be at 6:30 p. m. followed by
Sunday, August 31
Annual Lynn reunion will be a dance. In charge of
held at Paris Landing State arrangements are Messrs and
Park with a basket lunch at Mesdames Homer Branch, Jim
Lamb, Mike Morgan, and
noon.
Stanley Hargrove.
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Son Should Leave
om's If Ex-Wife
Annoys Him
: I am
413-year-old -man wh 'has-bee
-7'
divorced for six years. I live with my mother, so I don't
have to worry about meals or laundry.
My problem is my ex-wife.1.cannot stand the sight of her.
She calls my mother nearly every day, and my mother
invites her over to the house.
My mother knows how I feel about my ex but she says if
she isn't nice to her, she won't get to see her grandchildren.
I don't buy that because my divorce decree states that I
can see my children whenever I wish. I love my children and
have had them for holidays and weekends, yet I don't
include my "ex."
Sometimes I think my mother lets my "ex" hang around
here just to make me uncomfortable.
What do. you think,
, Abby? I'd appreciate your advice.
'BURNED UP
DEAR BURNED: If you can swing it financially, move
out of Mother's house and get your own place. Then, you
can pick up your children and take them to your mother's
without having your wife come along. As long as you're
living in your mother's home, she can invite whomever she
wants to visit
DEAR ABBY: Mary, the wife of my deceased brotha‘is
69, and I am a 67-year-old bachelor. Mary lives 1,500 miles
from me. and she has often proposed that I come and visit
her—she has a house with two bedrooms.
Now Mary's widowed sister says that it would not be
proper to sleep at Mary's house.
What do you think?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING I think Mary's widowed sister is
jealous.

-Mademoiselle Shop
Court Square Murray

DEAR ABBY: I have a question I can't ask even my
doctor, so I'm asking you
I am 36 and have been chewing tobacco since I was
four-years-old.. What I want to know is whether it is
dangerous to my health
Lately, I have been having fainting spells. am short of
breath and get dizzy. I have been 03 the best of doctors, and
they haven't been able to find anything wrong with me
I never had the courage to tell any of them that I've been
chewing tobacco all these years.
Will you please ask your doctor if it's harmful and let me
know? If it is. I can cut it out because I really don*it have to
have it. Thank you. I am a woman, if that matters.
CHEWS IN DELAWARE
DEAR CHEWS: My doctor says that the tobaccochewing habit CAN be harmful to one's health, but he can't
diagnose a case without seeing the patient. 'Go back to 1
YOUR doctor and spit it out —the trutb— not the tobacco.1
CONFIDENTIAL TO E. IN CHICAGO: Stay out of the
stock market unless you know what you're doing. It's not
the bulls and bears you have to worry about. It's the bum
steers.

TH

CHERRY'S
Downtown
and
THE C ERRY BRANCH
1203 Chestnut
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

a look -for fall and winter
is rich textured layem of
mix and meth separates.,
nd ihat's what we do best!

'ne ax, Rock 8, For et Your Worries At Th Murray Theatres
THRU WEIZI
7:15,9:20 + 2:30Sat.:4
3en. I

Thru Thur.
7:15.9:35 4-2:30Sat.,Sun. 1

The terrifying motion
picture from the
terrifying Mi.!best seller
El EIAISUU
Lost oe the Illeetry PIENS*

EDEN PEENCARIS
GO.. Mon**

(MURR AY 44
Open 7:15-Start 7:445N
/
ieaere
—Thru Wed. —

DRIVE
IN

In the year 2000, Hit 8 Run
Driving was not a felony - It
was a national sport....

THE GRAND ADVENTURE
OFTHE YEAR!

DEATH RACE
2000 (R)

T14110005E ROOSEVEL
Emerging Pre11/61.

with
David Carradine
Plus: Bonus Feature Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

Caged Heat(R)
gin Connefq raerenøflaoMfl g Joh

HUSi0f1

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 p.m.
"The Godson"(X)18 Or Over Only

Si

SOON - "Love 8, Death" "Shampoo" "Rollerball"
"White Line Fever" "Mandingo" "Six Pack Annie"

Program Information
753-3314
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Wallis-Salmon Vows
Solemnized, Church

Moose Lodge Plans
Dance On Saturday

it the

Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will have a dance on Saturday,
August 30, from eight p.m. to
midnight at the lodge hall on
North 18th Street.
Music will be the band,
Country Wild with Tommy
Lawless. All members and their
out of county guests are invited
to attend.
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COOKING
IS FUN
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By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
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SUMMER SUPPER

Mr. and Mrs. William Allen Salmon
Miss Vivian Kay Wallis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Wallis of Paris, Tn., became the
bride of William Allen Salmon,
son of Rev. and Mrs. Charles R.
Salmon of Paris, formerly of
Murray, on Saturday, August 2,
at 4:30 p. m. The ceremony was
performed at First Baptist
Church, Paris, with Rev.
.Salmon' offtetating and Rev.
Carroll C. Owen assisting.
The altar was decorated with
petted ferns, palms, and candles. Two large urns of white
mums and glads were on white
pedestals on either side of the
arched candelabrum. Spiral
tree candelabra lighted the
sides of the altar and sevenbranch candelabra stoodpy the
steps to the altar. Around the
choir loft was a garland of
greenery and fresh baby's
breath.
The organist, Charles Orr,
Paris, presented a prelude of
wedding music including
"Largo" and "If Thou Art
Near." Mrs. Leslie Sykes of
Paris sang "Sometimes" and
"Sheep May Safely Graze."
Don Matlock of Paris sang "0
Perfect Love" and at the close
of the ceremony "The Lord's
Prayer". Mrs. Sykes and Mr.
Matlock also sang a duet,"Love
Divine." The traditional
wedding marches were used.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, wore a white floor length
gown of polyester organza over
net and crepe detailed with
French Chantilly lace and
crystal pleating. The high neck
was encircled with crystal
pleating encrusted with a row of
seeded pearls with motifs of
lace on the bodice of the gown,
encrusted with seed pearls and
jewels. The full Bishop sleeves
were trimmed with Chantilly
lace and a cuff of crystal
pleating; the back yolk was of
French Chantilly with a row of
buttons to the waist. The full Aline skirt had a row of crystal
pleating in the front flowing into
the chapel train with double
pleating up to point in the back.
Her fingertip veil of nylon
illusion was attached to a half
hat of the French lace and satin
encrusted with tiny seed pearls,
encircled in matching lace.
The bride carried a white
bouquet of stephanotis and
phalaenopsis orchids with puffs
of maline and satin streamers.
She carried her greatgrandmother's handkerchief,
borrowed her mother's opal
bracelet, and wore the
traditional six pence in her shoe
and blue garter.
Miss Sharon Wallis, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Lorri
Weston, Miss Kathleen Wilson,
and Miss Becky Barnett, all of
Paris, Tenn.,and Murray State
students. They wore floor length
dresses of deep coral polyester
chiffon over taffeta designed
with the sleeveless bodices with
double cape collars, cumberbunds trimmed with coral
rosebud lace and satin ribbon
streamers over the A-line
skirts. They carried colonial
bouquets of tropicana roses,
babys breath, and daisies with
puffs of coral maline and
streamers. They each wore
hand-painted porcelain
necklaces, gifts from the bride.
The flower girl, Miss Jennifer
Aiken of Cleveland, Ga., cousin
of the bride, wore a dress
identical to the bridesmaids and
carried a white lace basket
filled with white petals.
Dr. Larry Salmon of Murray,
brother of the groom, was best
man' and groomsmen were

Kenny Wallis of Memphis,
Tenn., brother of the bride,
Randy McClure of Murray, and
Jeff Thompson of Martin, Tn.,
cousintaf the groom. Gary and
Tony M&flure of Murray served
as ushers and candlelighters.
The ringbearers, Scott
Matlock of McKenzie, Tn., and
David Matlock of Paris, cousins
of the bride: each carried a
white satin pillow trimmed in
lace and ribbon upon which the
rings were placed.
The bride's mother wore a
floor-length powder blue crepe
dress with long sleeves and
drapped skirt. The bodice was
trimmed in matching blue
beads and sequins. She wore a
white phalaenopsis orchid and
tube rose corsage and blue
accessories.
The groom's mother was
attired in a floor length aqua
silk shantung dress with
jeweled trim at the neck, down
the front, and around the long
sleeves. She used silver accessories and her corsage was a
white orchid and tube roses.
The guests were greeted at
both the wedding and reception
by Miss Robin Hanna at the
register.
Reception
The bride's parents entertained at a reception immediately following the wedding in the fellowship hall of the
church. Frosted coral punch, a
four tiered wedding cake, nuts
and mints were served.
Mrs. Jimmy Williams played
favorite selections on the piano
during the evening. Sean
Matlock of McKenzie, Tn.,
cousin of the bride, mingling
with the guests, carried a satinlined basket filled with coral
rice bags tied with satin ribbon
and flowers.
Serving the guests were Miss
Debbie Shephard of Paris, Miss
Gail Robertson of Henry, Tn.,
Miss Carla Morris and Miss
Nancy Burcham, both of
Clinton, all Murray State
students.
For traveling the bride
selected a printed jersey dress
with a wheat colored jacket and
accessories and a corsage of
orchids from her bouquet.
After a wedding trip the
couple now resides at 415
College Courts, Murray State
University, where they are
enroned this fall.
Those attending the wedding
from Murray were Nadean
smith, Angela Camp, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd McClure, Mrs.
Larry Salmon, and Miss Sherri
Tucker.
Rehearsal Dinner
Tne parents of the groom, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Salmon,
entertained with a rehearsal
dinner on Friday, August 1 at
6:30 p. m. at the Avalon
Restaurant, Paris, Tn.,
The U-shaped table was
covered with a white cloth with
coral and green ribbon down the
center with lilies-of-the-valley
and candles. An arrangement of
daisies, glads, and tube roses
and a bride and groom statuette
were on the head table. Place
cards with a picture of the bride
and groom designed by the
groom, marked each place.

Fried Chicken
Hominy
Collard Greens Tomato Salad
Yogurt Fruit
Beverage
YOGURT FRUIT
Delightfully refreshing.
2 cups (or more) cut-up
fresh fruit
8-ounce container vanilla
yogurt
Use a combination of fruit in
season. For example, sliced
peaches and bananas plus blueberries and oranges ( diced or
sectioned) go well together. (If
bananas and peaches are used
and the 'dessert is prepared
ahead, dip the slices in orange
juice so they do not discolor.)
Chill the fruit. At serving time,
spoon it into dessert dishes and
add the yogurt as a topping.
Use yogurt that is prepared
with pure vanilla. Makes 4
servings.

The Murray
LeAger P lime:,

I don't think I have ever
seen the iris any lovelier than
they have been this seams.
And aow the time has come to
look forward to next year's
bloom. If yours are becoming
crowded, it is time now to
divide and reset them. If
allowed to stay too many
seasons without dividing,
some of the old rhizomes will
rot and the blooms will
gradually almost disappear.
Dig the iris carefully, so as
not to damage the small roots
that come from the rhizomes,
or fleshy tubers. Then divide
so that only one sprout is on
each root. I like to let mine dry
out before replanting. That
doesn't mean to let them stay
our several days, but only
until the broken or cut side of
the tuber is dry, usually
overnight,
Rework your soil, if you are
planting them in the same
place, and work in a small
amount of fertilizer of soil
conditoner,
Iris repay a hundred fold for
the amount of work necessary,
as they bloom so profusely and
are so delicate, yet sturdy.

Criteirtv &raw CU Of Wit WI
Wok/ Heiler Show There Weasity

Down
the Garden Path
•(-1,
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS

The color schemes are in- spot in the border. If you are
numerable, probably with a lucky enough, you will find the
wider range than any other wild iris inthe woods, delicate,
flower. They lend themselves dainty blossoms in pale blue
to all types of arrangements. about four inches high.
Some of the newer ones are
I enjoy the fall blooming
truly works of art with the
edges curled and crinkled and iris. They come at a time when
a combination of colors that is the others are gone and are
just as pretty, although not
breath-taking.
Everybody has room for a quite so large as the summer
clump of iris and with the blooming varieties.
small amount of work and
Each iris has its own appeal,
attention they require, we no matter what time of the
should make this an iris city. year it blooms. And it is one
Have you ever tried any of flower that will flourish in
the miniature or dwarf iris? almost any kind of soil and
There are several varieties, under any conditions, even
some of them only a few in- positive neglect. And one big
ches tall. They take so little lovely blossom will reward you
room and provide a pretty completely.

The Gateway Garden Club of
Cadiz will hold a flower show on
Wednesday,September 3, at the
Bank of Cadiz Community
Room,from eleven a.m, to four
p.m.
Mrs. Earl D. Rabold of
Bowling Green, an accredited
flower show judge, will judge
the entries and the public is
invited to enter.
Categories
and
entry
requirements are:
FRESH: Mixed fresh flower
arrangement, Arrangement of
three or less flowers, Fruit
arrangement, and Roses;
DRIED: Treated dried flower
arrangement, Air dried flower
arrangement, Picture of dried
arrangement-air dried, treated
or mixed, Pressed flower
arrangement and Gourds,
cones, nuts, seeds, etc.,

EITHER
FRESH
OR
DRIED: Most unusual flower
arrangement, Miniature flower
arrangement ( not over 4" tall),
Table centerpiece, Candles with
arrangement, Driftwood with
arrangement, and Bicentennial
arrangement.
NOTICE: Entries must be in
by 10:00, Judging will be between 10:00-11:00, Flowers muit
be home grown, Judging will be
by an accredited judge. There
will be flower slips for
monetary donations and if
persons would like to donate
flower slips, please do.
Place ice cream in individual
serving dishes an hour or two
before serving time and keep it
in the freezer. It will stay firm
longer as the chilled —dishes
postpone melting.

SRMHTS
Open Friday
Nights 'till 8

10.00 deposit
will hold
your selection!

Coats Take Fashion In
Stride For Fall '75
Fall coats are2(eicig attraction at Bright's orrthe Court Square. Now

Lynn Reunion Will
Be Held On Sunday
The annuarLynn Reunion will
be held Sunday, August 31, at
ten am. at Paris Landing State,
Park.
Ajl relatives and friends of
William H. and Nannie West
Lynn are invited and urged to
attend. A basket lunch will be
spread at noon.

isihe time to make your selection while the stock is outstinding. Browse
through the racks and racks\of superbly styled coats,one just right for you!
Many are even trimmed with luxurknis fur from all Parts of the world.Salect from
leathers in rust, brown,camel, beige, burgundy, grey, black and clay colors;
Suedes in rust, green, brown and earth colors; Fabrics in camel,green, rose, blue,
grf,

terracotta and berry colors; Fake Fors in pretend min,fitch, mole,fox and
broadtail. Available in junior and missy sizes at 48.00 to 275.00
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Guest Editorials

IRS Requires
Stricter Policing
Disclosure that the Internal
Revenue Service has been
engaged in spying on the affairs of
private citizens in the United
States of American may be a
blessing in disguise.
Thousands of Americans who
have hang-ups about the methods
and conducts of the IRS now have
something to get their teeth into.
Telephone taps, clandestine
bugging and undetected recording
of conversations all are clearly
outside the legal purview of the
federal tax-collecting agency. The
IRS should be obliged to answer
for all these repugnant acts, not
just because they represent an
invasion of the privacy which is
the right of every citizen, but
because they also constitute a
misapplication of public funds...
The purpose of the IRS investigative bureaucracy is to
oexamine tax returns against the

requirements of tax laws which
often are so complex that the
taxpayer cannot be sure whether
he is obeying them or not. There is
no basis in law, custom or equity
for the IRS to be resorting to the
tactics of espionage against
citizens.
Congress is responsible for
creating—both the burden of intricate tax requirements which
lies heavily on individuals and
businesses, and the burden on the
public purse of supporting the big
agency that collects taxes. If
congressional committees are
looking for some way to defend
the taxpayer for a change, they
should determine who was
responsible for assigning IRS
employes to illegal activities, who
authorized public funds to be
expended on them and how they
were concealed from the light of
.day for so long.
- Aiken (S. C.) Standard

Lucrative
Politics
Old pros among political fund
raisers may have laughed when
the Democrats sat down to plan
their first telethon four years ago,
but the smiles are now on the
faces- of Democrats...
The TV efforts, countering
conventional political wisdom
that the big money is in fat cat
contributions, have turned out to
1)e the party's biggest revenue
-source. Starting from $4 million in
contributions in 1972, the take
reached $5.4 million last year.
There is an added advanthge from
the broader base of support—

+++++

some 400,000 individual donors
last year—in that it automatically
provides an up-to-date mailing list
of supporters.
Though all their show biz
touches are still no entertainment
competition for the run-of-thesituation comedy or even a roller
derby,telethons do beat those $100.
and up a plate dinners with all
those deadly speeches.
And they do, in their way, bring'
politics back to the people where
so many of them have been in
recent years—in front of the tube.
- Meridian (Miss.) Star

I always enjoy Charlie Rains. I often go
by his Vine Street home to get him to paint
a bunch of signs or posters for us to use at
the University, and last Saturday we had a
pleasant visit under a spreading maple
tree in his yard amid a sea of real estate
signs.
Charlie grew up in the Cherry Corners
section of the county, a farm boy and the
son of the late John and Allie Rains. He
was the only boy among four children.
Charlie's artistic leanings emerged at an
early age, and often got him in trouble at
school as he would hide behind his
geography book and draw funny cartoons
and cariatures. The other kids, anxious to
see what he was drawing, would squirm
and giggle until they would all get in
trouble with the teacher.
++++-4The first year he was in high school at
New Concord, Max Hurt was Charlie's
teacher, and, noticing his unusual,interest
in drawing, began to encourage him
toward a career as a cartoonist.

Understanding Mental Health

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
a health column from the

It was Mrs. Hurt, having had art
training in college, who gave him his first
formal art lesson, he recalls. "I had a
'Grandma Moses' style," he said with a
chuckle."I just rambled all over the place.
Mrs. Hurt taught me perspective and
really got me going. I owe a lot to her and
Max."
Although he graduated from high school,
Charlie managed only one year of college
before hard times forced him to go to
Detroit, along with a lot of other Calloway
Countians, to seek work.
It was rough up there, too, and he ended
up working at the old Edison Museum, now
the Ford Museum. Four years later when
he decided to come back to Murray, he had
become foreman of an interior decorating
crew.
+++++
In 1950, Charlie went back to Detroit,
this time as the official billboard designer
and painter for two Southern Indianabased independent oil companies—
Payless and Dance. While in Detroit
painting billboards at the two companies'
stations, Charlie was honored by the
Kiwanis.club as having the most original
and cleverest billboards in the city.
They were clever, too. I saw pictures of
them. Working with Guy McCuiston, at the
time a supervisor with one of the oil
companies and who now lives in Murray,
they came up with billboard advertising
ideas like:
. A .big-Jzoot
with.tha slagaa. "Be
Wise! Economize! Use Payless!" Another
pictured a monkey in a tree. The copy said,
"Don't Monkey Around... Swing to
Payless!" Still another pictured a duck
taking off from water. The copy
proclaimed, "For Quick Starting.. Use
Payless!"
When the one with the owl appeared, one
of the billboards was put up at a station
near the big Dodge Motor Company plant.
The next year," Charlie said with a shake
of his head, "Dodge's international sales
pitch was 'Be Wise...Economize! Go
Dodge!' It featured a big owl. I wish I had
copyrighted those ideas, but that's the way
it goes sometimes."
+++++
Although he has become art authority on
baptistry murals, Charlie is a Methodist.
"I was raised a Baptist," he says, "but
when I married, I joined my wife's church,
the Methodist church." Mrs. Rains is the
former Florence Williams, and she grew
up just west of town near the University
Farm. They have three sons and a
daughter.
Apparently Charlie has taken to John
Wesley's teachings well for he has been the
substitute teacher for many years of an
adult class taught by Hall Hood, then M. 0.
Wrather and now by Rev. A. M. Thomas.
It was kind of an understatement when
he leaned back in his lawn chair the other
day and said, "I guess I've been around
and gotten into about as many things as
any old country boy you'll ever meet."

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare

A

Fxcessive. irrational guilt feelings also may be instilled in
the survivors throu.gl . self.
blame, and by acctr'Wory
friends. neighbors, and officials who are not aware of the
nature of SIDS.
Dr Stephen Goldston, Coordinator for Primary Preverition Programs for the National Institute of Mental
Health's Center for Studies of
Child and Family Mental
Health, says that for surviving
family members. the loss of
an infant to SIDS can result
in ."a tremendous mental
health problem about which
most mental health workers
are - on-inform-et"Many parents Or SIDS
victims would benefit from
some form of 'mental health
counseling," he says. ."However, few families seek professional care due not only to

mysterious and tragic
problem called Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)
is the major cause of death
among infants between the
first week of life and one
year, of age. SIDS, the sudden, unexplained death of
an apparently healthy baby.
claims as many as 10,000 infant lives each year in the
United States.
SIDS is neither hereditary
nor contagious Death usually
occurs during sleep and cannot be predicted or prevented.
An autopsy will reveal no
problem sufficient to account
- -•-for tleet1W
Prolonged and unresolsed
grief on the part of one or
both parents and surviving
siblings often accompanies the
, t gic kiss of an ireard to this
as Jet unexplained disease

Thanks From FFA
Dear Editor:
The members of the Calloway County
FFA Alumni Association and the Calloway
County FFA Chapter would like to thank
the community and surrounding counties
for helping make the recent FFA Farm
Tractor Pull a success. We thank the many
merchants who donated merchandise,
trophies and their time and also the many
participants and fans who supported the
Pull.
It is a great pleasure to live in a community where encouragement and support
is given to the programs and activities of
our young men and women who are
preparing themselves to be a vital part of
our community.

With funding from the National- Institute of Mental
Health. the National Foundation for Sudden Infant Death,
Inc , is developing educational
and counseling programs for
health personnel who deal directly with families of S
victims. The programs are
designed to help health workers handle this tragic phenomenon in a sensitive and

__

Proposed measures include
efforts to encourage that autopsies be performed on all
infants found dead of unexpected causes; that autopsy results be provided to parents

within 24-48 hours; that the
term "Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome" be used when appropriate as the cause of
death on death certificates;
and that availability of information and counseling services by a health professional
be assured for the family
Other NINTH efforts are
aimed at educating mental
health
workers about the
mental health aspects of SIDS
and the key role they can assume with respect to this sigInficant public health.'mental
health problem

Mark Wilson,
•
President, Calloway County FFA
Chapter

Sen. James L. Buckley, RN.Y.,. and Rep. Robert Michel,

head of a separate Food Stamp
program.
are sponsoring a bill that
One other benefit could not be
would establish more
. r!,alistic
measured in dollars and cents.
eligibility standards forfederal • We might filially prove that a
Food Stamps. Their plan is at- federalprogram that has all the
tracting widespread interest be- earmarks of being a costly miscause it would cut the runaway
take can be terminated.
costs of the program — now at $6
billion a year and rising — and
still provide for increases in
Stamp -allotment for the
Contractslor surfacing of Fourth Street
people who really need them.
in Hazel and for the construction of a
While the Buckley-Michel pro- bridge at Backusburg have been awarded
posal attacks most of the obvious by the Kentucky Highway Departinent.
W. H. Farris of Murray Route One died
areas of abuse in the Food Stamp
yesterday.
-program, Congress also should
"Work will begin soon on the new
consider an alternative. Why not Woodmen
of the World building which will
do away with Food Stamps alto- be in the former building
of the old Murray
gether and attack the nutritional Wholesale Grocery," from the column,
problems of poverty-level Amer- "Seen &Heard Around Murray" by James
icans by the more direct and ef- C. Williams.
Dr. James Fee of the Speech Departficient route of the public welment of Murray State College will speak at
fare system?
the Sunday morning worship services at
family or individual too poor the
College Presbyterian Church.
../A.
to afford the groceries for an
The opening of the Mademoiselle Shop
adequate diet is obviously poor on September 1 was announced today by
enough to qualify for a welfare Mrs. Volene Young and Mrs. Marie
check. If current benefit levels LasaitereQwnara of the new ladies ready to
under weliare.programs are not- , wear
.
high enough to cover food costs,
they could be adjusted upward
with some of the funds now going
Calloway County has been asked by the
into Food Stamps The savings
American Red Cross to raise 8350 for the
could be enormous, simply in realleviation of suffering in the flood
ducing the bureaucratic overstricken areas in the Northeast

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

Haven, Help Us
The world continues to have
plenty of places for people to be
refugees from, but may be running short of spots to be a refugee to.

section of
the nation, according to Mrs. Joe Pace,
executive secretary of the Calloway
County Chapter.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Kenneth
Redden,age 48, Ernest E. Derrington, age
79, and Mrs. W. E. King.
Births reported include a girl, Julia Gay,
to Mr. and Mrs. Max Whitford, August 17,
a girl, Cynthia Carol, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Lassiter Jones, August 16, and a
boy, Charles Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Prentis Holland, August 21.
Marriage reported include Miss Dortha
Shackelford to Bob Montgomery.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins and Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Lovins of Detroit, Mich., have
been visiting relatives and friends in
Callow,1r County.

13. le Thought
NMI

He is the Lord our God; his
judgments are in all the earth....I
Chronicles 16:14.
God is still on the throne. Heis
even able to take the wrath of
sinful men to accomplish His
purposes.

10\04'
‘1,k

Further information about
_SIDS _it available kens -the
I.J.S. Governnielq, Printing
Office,
Washington.
P.C.
20402. Ask for Facts About
Sudden Infant Death
drome, Stock Number 1746- '0012 The price is 100 per
copy.

qmmb,

•.11. Art

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

Let's Stay Well

Federal Level
u.s.S•a. Walter "Dos" Noillestso(D)

Thermography In
Detecting Scrotal Growths
_
Therrnography, a method of
detecting heat leaving the body
and registering on a photograph,
is improving the early detection
of scrotal growths. some of
which are highly malignant.
Such testing is safe. noninvasive-and relatively inexpensive The results are available
quicidy. usually requiring less
ihan
half-hour. Testicular
tiSsue is.very sensitive to X-rays
but unharmed by thermography,
even if repea4d testing by this
procedure is required.
Rkti1ren1 tie perSiStOnt pain in
the scrotum Should 4 regarded
as potentially serious. Evaluation of the catir should be carried out by an experienced
phlysician, even if only disconifort recurs or lasts in the strotal
area

The newly formed Alumni Associatice's
aims and purposes are to offer encouragement and support to the local FFA
Chapter and to help these young men and
women receive recognition for the hard
work and many achievements that have
enabled them to become one of the top 20
FFA Chapters in the state. We encourage
anyone who is interested in helping accomplish this goal to join the Alumni
Association.
Keith Hays,
President, FFA Alumni Association

Stamp Out Food Stamps!

Pt,Ay FCCT oFFKE

the stigma still associated with
receiVing psychiatric help, but
with the shame and guilt they
often experience in connection with the SIDS experience."

humane manner— _
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Letter To The Editor

Charlie Rains, A Creator
Of Murari For Baptistries
By M. C. Garrott
About 15 years ago, Melton (Peck)
Marshall, who was president of Dees Bank
at Hazel, came to Charlie Rains with a
problem. They needed a mural painted on
the wall above and behind the baptistry in
the Hazel Church of Christ. They wanted a
landscape scene with a stream painted as
if flowing into the baptistry.
really didn't want to do it," recalls
Charlie, who has painted murals,
billboards, pictures and signs all over
these ilnited States."He didn't know much
about it, and I didn't either. I had never
done anything like that, and didn't even
have a picture to go by. I did it, though,
putting in a day on it and finishing up the
next, and they seemed to like it."
Charlie didn't realize it at the time, but
that mural in the Hazel Church of Christ
launched him on another phase of his interesting career. Without advertising the
fact, he has become the man to call if you
want a baptistry scene painted, and almost
every rural church between Louisville and
the Mississippi has one.
Since then, Charlie has painted 30 of
these murals in churches—mostly Baptist—from Sturgis to the river. Each one
and the date it was painted is carefully
recorded.
They've lasted well, too. It was only
recently that he was called to repaint the
one he had done among the earlier ones in
the Blood River Church of Christ at

OPINION PAGE‘

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

Fortunately, cancers are uncommon in the scrotum, but
such growths often are highly
malignant and may metastasize
early because of their rich blood
supply
Even a careful physical examination of the scrotal tissue
May reveal no disease. Such an
-kamination should be repeated
every few weeks if symPtoin.s
persist.
At a recent meeting of- the
American Urological Association. Richard Ehrlich. M.D.
0140°p-at
assistant professor:
the University of Califernia at
14s Angeles. reported on the
early detection of scrotal lesions
by thei:mography, even when
they were too small to he felt by
Physical exam mat uxt
Itarrrtrograp14'was per -

3377 Dlekstio Belding
Wasilingtoa, D. C. 205111
U.S. Som. Wesidoll N. Ferli
4121 Dirties 11011111141
Wasbitigtos, D. C. 20310

BLASINGAME

formed as a safeguard and as a
Q Mrs. P.O. asks about mini:
screening diagnostic test on a mineral oil on salads.
series of persons with scrotal
A: Mineral oil is indigestible
symptoms.
and cannot be broken down by
the digestive juices of the inDr Ehrlich reported biopsies testinal tract. Mineral oil can
on 18 patients who showed coat over othir foods and inter
suspicio thermographic findings. fere with their proper digestion
and 16 of them were found to and can absorb the fat-soluble
have a cancer. The ther- viatmins (A. D. and K). Mineral
mographs are quite accurate He, oil should not be ,used except
found in his series only one test under the direction of a physiJim! was reported positive but cian.
.showed no tur4or or biopsy. and
one which wai reportqd roma-, Q Mr. R.E. wants to know ihi
-,rivesetteh had a tamoi# 4
-Is Fite p-e?t unc(x)ked frankf Prompt attention and ap- term.
propriate treatment enhance the
chances of a cure of tumors
A. Frankfurters are precooked
which arise in trk. scrotum The when 'purchased Tiiev can he
use of thermography in early safely eaten if they have been
detection should prove to he a properly packaged and handlf41
dependable aid in diagnosis
under clean sanitar condition

)

U. S. lop. Carroll Nablierd, Jr.(D)
423 Campo Dame Office Doililleg
Washington, D. C. 20S1S
Al) U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3171 'where o U S Capitol
opercdor will connect you with the official of your choice
:Copley News Service
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BALANCE SHEET
Electric Plant Board Of The City Of Murray, Kentucky
June 30, 1975
iation's
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STATEMENT Of REVENUE AND EXPOSE
ELECTRIC PLANT BOARD Of THE CITY Of MURRAY. ILENTUCXY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1975

ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
FIXED ASSETS
Electric Plant
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets at Depreciated Cost
Electric Plant Acquisition Adjustment
Less Amortization
Total Fixed Assets - Net

ociation

CURRENT AND ACCRUED ASSETS
Temporary Cash Investments
Certificates of Deposit
Cash for General Use
Electric Fund
Operation and Maintenance Fund
Working Fund

TA

19,171.65
170,314.58
300.00
189,786.23

Accounts Receivable
Customers
Others

aot be
cents.
hat a
ill the
mis-

• 1101...x....

th Street.
on of a -awarded
arttnent.
Dne died

1,234;530.46
1,078,138.69
47,321.25
2,690,020.07

Other Electric Revenues:
Consumers Forfeited Discounts
Miscellaneous Service Revenue
Rent from Electric Property
Other Electric Revenue

10,584.70
2,309.71
10,287.00
1,785.18
24,966.59
2,714,986.66

•

248,668.14
1,625.68
250,293.82
102,961.31
807.49
14,998.98
1,058,847.83

OPERATING EXPENSE
Purchased Power
Distribution Expense ,
Customer Accounts Expense
Sales Expense
Administrative and General Expense
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE

2,157,939.74
95,769.96
63,856.31
14,972.57
108,424.82
2,440,963.40

12,044.33

3,139,0zzat. .

MAINTENANCE EXPENSE

Diatribialon Sxpense '

79,679.86
1,999.17
81,679.03

Administrative and General
TOTAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
LIABILITIES AND ACCUMULATED EARNINGS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable - General
Accrued Taxes
Property Taxes
Social Security

the new
hich will
Murray
column,
y James
Departspeak at
vices at .e

Customers Deposits
Deposits
Accrued Interest

lle Ship
oday by
Marie
ready to

Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
ACCUMULATED EARNINGS
TOTAL Minima AND ACCUMULATED EARNINGS

256,657.82
28,939.80
3,077.42
32,017.22
48,712.53
7,617.81
56,330.34
30,23'7.98
375,243.36
2,763,829.00
3,139,072.36

OTHER EXPENSE
Depreciation Expense
Amortization of Acquisition Adjustment
Property Taxes
Taxes - Social Security
TOTAL OTHER EXPENSE
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE DEDUCTIONS

107,258.16
4,006.80
57,611.25
11,883.00
180,759.21
2,703,401.64
11,585.02

OPERATING INCOME
OTHER INCOME - DEDUCTIONS*
Interest on Short-Term Investments
Gain from Sale of Matorials

30,864.00
1,601.23
990.00•
31,475.23
43,060.25

Miscellaneous Deductions-Donations

NET INCOME BEFORE DEBT EXPENSE

:1)

,ed by the
50 for the
he flood
section of
Joe Pace,
Calloway

HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION

Kenneth
igton, age

On May 13, 1942, the City of Murray entered into an agreement to purchase from the
Tennessee Valley Authority for a base price of $255,400.00 the electric distribution
properties serving the City of Murray, which the Authority acquired from the KentuckyTennessee Light and Power Company. The properties were conveyed and the city
assumed control over the operations of the system on June 10,1942. The total net value
of the assets acquired, less liabilities assumed, amounted to $250,164.03. The balance of
$67,000.00 due the city by the Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company, as
evidenced by a 4% lien note, was applied against the purchase price, and the remaining
funds necessary to finance the purchase and to furnish additional working capital were
obtained from an issue of Electric Light and Power Revenue Bonds in the total principal
amount of $200,000.00.
On June 15,1942, the Murray City Council by ordinance created the Electric Plant Board
to operate the electric distribution system under the provision of Section 96.550 to
96.900, indusive, Kentucky Revised Statutes. The Electric Plant Board, having been appointed, entered into an agreement with the Tennessee Valley Authority, whereby its
requirements for electrical energy are furnished by the Tennessee Valley Authority under their standard power contract.
The Electric Plant Board, consisting of five members, holds title to all property and has
general supervision and control of the plant. The sales agreement and power ttiiitract
require that all revenues derived from the operations of the Electric System to be kept
separately and apart from any other funds of the city, and prescribe in detail the
disposition to be made of such revenues. The accounts are kept in accordance with
dassifications and methods recommended by the Tennessee Valley Authority and are
consistent with those prescribed by the Federal Power Commission.
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OPERATING REVENUES
Sale of Electric Energy:
Residential
Small Lighting and Power
Large Lighting and Power
Street and Outdoor Lighting

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

Materials and Supplies
Prepaid Insurance
•
Other Current Assets
Interest Receivable
Total Current and Accrued Assets
DEFERRED DEBITS
Preliminary Survey
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS

ro

33,056.10
2,068,180.20

500,000.00

)S
;tamp

2,803,371.69
768,247.59
2,035,124.10

The present Board Members are:

•

DEBT EXPENSE
Interest on Customers' Deposits
NET INCOME

997.114
42,062.41

OPINION
Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky

Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, as of June 30, 1975, and the related statements of income and accumulated
earnings for the fiscal year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of income and accumulated earnings present fairly the financial position of the Electric Plant Board of the
City Of Murray, Kentucky at June 30, 1975, and the results of its operations for the fiscal
year then ended,in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on
a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

William M.Boyd,Chairman
Leonard Vaughn, Vice Chairman
Gene Lan dolt
Bobby Grogan
Melvin Henley
Nat Ryan Hughes,Secretary and Legal Counsel

Respectfully submitted,
SHACKELFORD,GOODE & THURMAN

Superintendent: W.M. Barker
Assistant Superintendent: Luther Nance

,Kenneth Goode
Certified Public Accountant

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401 Olive

Phone 753-5312
-p
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Eight Days And Counting As
Tigers Get Ready For Opener
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's a hot August day and the
only sounds in the air are that qf
Grand Funk Railroad blasting
out songs over a tape player.
A few players are sitting
around listening and a few more
are working out with weights.
Meanwhile the coaching staff is
sitting around and talking about
the weather.
In all, it's a relaxed atmosphere. But in eight more
BREAK TIME — Tiger co-coptoins take o break along with Coach John Nina during a hot and rugged prac- days, it will change. For in eight
more days, the Murray High
tice session. From left to right are Nino, Tony Thurmond and Tony Boone.
Tigers
will open their 1975
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
football season.
A year ago, it was about the
same way. A group of young
men knowing they had a job to
do and knowing how to do it.
They went on to post an 11-2
record and the Class A State
Championship.
"The State Championship is a
'precious' memory but that
doesn'Shelp us *yway whatsoever in 1975," Tiger Coach
John Hina said.
What has helped though has
been the vigorous practice
sessions, for two weeks going
twice a day_ Now the Sessions
are limited to one a day, for
three hours in the blazing
August heat.
There are 52 people on the
squad. Included are 14 lettermen, seven seniors and

to win all the District games,"
Him said.
There are a lot of keys this
season. One is replacing Wes
Furgerson at quarterback.
Another is replacing thv huge
defensive tackles from last
year, Steve Porter and Craig
Suiter. Plus there are a bundle
of outstanding players that
graduated last year and the
holes they left will be tough to
fill.
Seven offensive starters and
defensive
starters
six
graduated from last year's
team. However, there were a
bunch
of
outstnading
sophomores last year that
played a lot but that did not
start. And there is where much
of the optimism is resting.
Also, the Tigers had a fine
freshman football program last
year under the direction of
Coach Mark Brady. Several of
those now-sophomores have
been. , very impressive in
practice and Hina feels they will
be making a large contribution
to the success of this year's
team.
"The best thing we have going
is that we have kids who really
want to play. They'Ve given us
almost four weeks of hard work.
And this has been the hottest
August I've ever seen for
football practice.

"I feel we will have a high
school team that the people in
Murray can be proud .of ".
summed Hina.
"We have had the opportunity
to evaluate the team from a
couple of scrimmage games
with other schools and I feel this
should be quite helpful in getting us ready for the opening
game."
There are several new things
this year for fans. Number one,
Murray High is now a Class AA
school since the re-alignment of
classifications. Teams in the
Class AA First District include
Mayfield, Reidland, Murray
High, Todd Central, Trigg
County, Caldwell County and
Webster County.
Mayfield has already been
named by the Associated Press
as the second best team in the
Class AA across the state. Plus
Trigg county and Caldwell
County were in a football
jamboree earlier this month
and both teams looked exceptionally good.
Reports from Mayfield are
that the Cardinals have looked
very tough in a couple of
scrimmage games. Plus Todd
Central Should be strong. Last
year, they were undefeated in
the District but lost the title to
Murray High in the Dickinson
System and so they will be out

for blood when they meet the
Tigers later in the year. Two
years ago,Todd Central was the
District's Class A representative.
Most coaches around the state
feel that the Class AA First
District this year will produce a
state champion.
Also new this year is the fact
there will be no more tie games.
If a game ends in a tie, the
teams will take a three-minute
break and then meet at midfield
for another coin toss.
The team that wins the toss
gets the ball on the other's 10yard line and gets four downs to
score. If they score and then
hold the other team's defense,
the game is over.
If both teams score, the
defense that holds first wins the
game.

The re-alignment of the
teams in the new class system
has left a few problems for
Murray High. Some of the good,
old rivalries no longer exist.
Dropped from the schedule are
Fort Campbell, Heath and
Russellville. Added to the
schedule are Todd Central and
two Tennessee schools, Henry
County and Obion County.
Here is the new District setup
for other classes•
Class A — Ballard Memorial,
County, Fort
Crittenden
Campbell, Fulton City, Heath
and Russellville.
Class 3i,A — Lone Oak,
Marshall County and Union
County.
Class 4-A — Tilghman,
Bowling Green, Christian
County, Hopkinsville and
Madisonville.
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---t-;ruldLCOnTIGER COACHING STAFF — Members of the 1975 Murray High football staff are left to right, Tommie sider that as inexperienced,"
Hina said. "But we feel we have
Turner, Cary Miller, Rick Fisher, head coach John Nina, Jimmy Harrell and Mork Brady
(Staff Ptotot by Alike trandes) a pretty good nucleus."
What about the State
Championship last year and
what does it mean?
"Right now, our goal is to
beat Reidland next Friday
night. Of course, deep, deep,
down we have the state title in
mind. But to get there, you have
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More Emphasis Now Being Put
On Finesse In Clay Court P

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
FOREST HILTS, N.Y. (AP)
— Observing the opening salvos
of the U.S. Open Tennis champlonsttins, one could' almost
hear the death rattle of the big
serve and volley game.
Good-bye barn, blast, boom.
Adieu slam, slash, smash. Hello
chop, drop-shot, lob. It's a
brand new day.
"I think people now are becoming more aware of what
makes up a good clay court
player,- said Australia's John
Alexander after beating Marty
Riessen in a first-round battle
of placement shot-making and
prolonged rallies.
"It is a more classical game.
It requires a greater variety of
shots, strategy, patience and
timing. It's the game most of
the world has always played
but one that has received little
recognition.
-For years, the world's best
players have been judged on
how they performed on the
grass court circuit or on hard
courts. No one paid any attention to the clay court circuit.
The grass court circuit was the
thing. You had to score at
Wimbledon and Forest Hills to
make a name.
"Now it's going to be entirely
different."

Sears

Cosmos Lose
Arthur Ashe, who won at fresh bill of fare.
Wimbledon this year, was quick
SAN JOSE, Calif. (API
They had grown accustomed
to agree.
to power tennis. TheNy had fed Johnny Moore's goal inthe 66th
"You can't favor me or a guy on the thundering serve and minute of play Wednesday
like Jimmy Connors in this lightning volley. Rarely,did a night gave the San Jose Earthyeauvs'Oper4- said the skinny ball travel across the net more quakes a 3-2 victory over the
Richmond, Va., native, one of than a couple of times before New York Cosmos in a North
the few black men to make the completion of the point.
American Soccer League exhigrade in a sport characterized
It was a game the average bition game.
for years by lily white purity player watched with wonder
Pele, the soccer superstar
and country club snobbery.
and admiration and yet one from Brazil, had tied the score
"The edge has to go to the with which they were only for New York a few minutes
Europeans and South Ameri- faintly familiar.
earlier with a goal on a penalty
cans, the guys who are essenOn grass, the ball bounced kick. Pele also assisted on New
tially clay court players. You with dazzling speed. Often it York's first goal of the game,
have to pick Guillermo Vilas, was past the racket head be- which was played before a sellManuel Orantes, Bjorn Borg fore the player could think of out crowd of 19,338.
and the Nastase."
The game was the Cosmos'
returning it. On drop shots or
Vilas is from Argentina, stop volleys, it died.
first in a tour which will take
Orantes from Spain, Borg from
On the slower clay court sur- them to several countries
Sweden and Nastase from Ro- face, even the man with the
mania. They represent the new mightiest service rarely dares
breed of clay court terrors.
to follow the delivery to the
The old West Side Tennis net. So players remain in back
Club, site of the national cham- court, keeping the ball in play
pionships since 1915, dug up its until he gets a short ball to atpampered green turf and re- tack or until the adversary
placed it this year with a syn- makes an error. This results in
thetic, fast-drying clay surface. extended rallies.
It's a grainy surface like
Out Of Top 10
ground-up sewer pipes. It is a
dull green, exceptionally slow.
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — The
A man ventures to the net at
next-to-last stop on the Profeshis own risk.
A crowd of more than 12,000 sional Bowlers Association
who attended the first-round summer tour did little damage
to the top of the money ranksession Wednesday at West
Side
were
stunned
and ings, but it was enough to
seemingly delighted by the knock Roy Buckley of Columbus out of the top 10.
Earl Anthony of Tacoma,
Wash., extended his already
vast lead by winning $5,000 at
Waukegan, Ill., his sixth firstplace finish of the year. That
gave him $92,065 to $50,935 for
second-place Dave Davis of Atlanta.
But Anthony was still too far
from the $100,000 mark he
missed last year by only $415.
With only one stop left on the
summer tour, the $55,000 Open
at Detroit next weekend, Anthony again will fail to go over the
top.
Buckley was fifth one week
ago but fell to 11th this week
with $29,083, despite finishing
fifth at Waukegan and winning
$1,900.

Sunday, Aug. 31
SHOWS AT 1:00 P.M & 4:00 PM
SEATS ON FIRST COME BASIS
An 1830"s Town 'Highway 641 5 Miles Southwest at Kentucky Dam
Open Daily 10700 a.m. to 630 p m
-See it Do Everything' At Kaintuck Territory, Plus The Johnny Paycheck
Show for The Regular Admission of $4.15 Adults, $315 Children (5-11),
Under Sire.. Plus 5% Kentucky Sales Tan. -Information. (502) 527-9948.
Write Kaiiiludi Territory, Rural Route 7, Benton, Kentucky 42025.

HOLD IT THERE—Robbie Hibbard of the Murray High Tigers
displays the perfect form for a pushup as he goes threw warmup
drills prior to Wednesday's workout. Haibord will be in the backfield
for the Tigers this season, seeing action as a fullback.
(Stuff Mites by Allko
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Rugged 13-gauge, die-formed
steel constrOtion. Large feed
door or cooking top swing
aside to handle logs up to 26T
in. 3.41i x 15 x 24 Li-in.

Was $59.95

$5288

Sears Hamlin Credit Plan to
Suit Most Every Need
Catalog Prices—Shipping,
are
Prices
Installation Extra
Sale Ends Oct.'7, 1975
— Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
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53 MEN'S SPORT COATS
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Loses Suit
CINCINNATI ( APT-LI—Quarterback Mike Ernst has lost his
suit to collect $8,500 he said the
Cincinnati Bengal.% of the National Football League.still owe
him after he was dropped for a
drug violation.
Ernst, now with Southern
California of the World Football
League, Was cut iby- Iiroirns
Coach Paul Brown following his
arrest and conviction for possession of a small amount of
cocaine in 1974.'
Hamilton County Municipal
Court Judge Nobert Nadel
ruled Wednesday Ernst had not
-exhausted his appeals with
NFL Commissioner Pete, RozeTle.

Now $2499
20 MEN'S SUITS
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A Full'
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sauce.
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b4114 1.11'

Year-round weight
solids '80-$85-$90 NOW $3995

4044 $

en
Your Authorized Botany 500 Dealer

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hours. hhor -Diets 10-6, Fri. 10-9, Sat 10-6
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Count Montefusco Fans
14 As Giants Triumph
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By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
John Montefusco is coming
up in the world. He may be
taking the elevator to the penthouse pretty soon.
The San Francisco Giants'
rookie right-hander had a pretty tough act to follow when he

took the mound Wednesday. a 9-1 rout of the Expos.
"Ed Halick' got his no-hitter In the rest of the NL, New
Sunday and then Pete Falcone York beat San Diego 7-0, Atstruck out 12 Tuesday night, so lanta upended Pittsburgh 6-2,
I had to do something," he Los Angeles pummeled Philagrinned.
delphia 10-0, Houston defeated
What he did was get 14 St. Louis 5-1 and Cincinnati
strikeouts, tops in the National edged Chicago 6-5.
League this year, and breeze to "I finally did it, something
better than anyone in the National League!" Montefusco
crowed after finally achieving a
month-long goal — getting his
Ilth victory of the year.
With his 14 strikeouts, Montefusco boosted his season total
to 166, one shy of John
D'Acquisto's year-old club
record for a rookie.
Bruce Miller was particularly
tough on the Expos, driving in
four runs with a two-run single
in the sixth and a two-run triple
in the eighth. Bobby Murcer
kicked in with a two-run single
in the third inning.
Mets 7, Padres 0
Tom Seaver became the NI.'s
first 19-game winner and edged
within five strikeouts of a major league mark while riding
homers by Dave Kingman and
Rusty Staub to his victory over
the Padres.
Seaver, who hurled a six-hitter for his fifth straight victory,
struck out 10 batters and needs
just five more to become the
first major leaguer ever to fan
200 or more batters eight seasons in a row.
- Braves.41, Neaten-The Braves, held hitless by
TOUCH THOSE TOES—It looks like it's rather easy but just sit
John Candelaria for 6 2-3 indown and try it sometime. It's one of the drills the Tigers use te get
nings, broke through for a pair
warmed up and get the leg muscles loosened for their scrimmages.
of unearned runs in the seventh
inning before Ralph Garr's tiebreaking single in a four-run
ninth beat the Pirates.
r
-Shortstop Craig Reynolds'
wild throw on Vic Correll's
leadoff grounder in the ninth —
his second error of the game
and the Pirates' fourth — started the Braves' decisive burst,.
which was capped by Darrell
Evans' two-run single.
Dodgers 10, Phillies 0
Burt Hooton chalked up his
seventh straight victory with a
three-hitter and highlighted a
_ seven-run sixth inning with a
two-run single to lead the Dodgers past Philadelphia. Ron Cey
chipped in with his 18th homer
to hand the Phils their fourth
loss in the last five games.
Astros 5, Cardinals 1
St. Louis' foul -game winning
streak stumbled to an end as
the Cards committed five errors — two of them by rookie
third baseman Hector Cruz —
to give Houston three of its
runs. Jim York and Jose Sosa
made them stand up with ease,
scattering nine hits.
Reds'6, Cubs 5
Ken Griffey had four hits and
two runs batted in and Tony
Perez added two RBI in the
A LIFTING EXPERIENCE—Eddie Rollins gives Oaude Johnson a litReds' triumph ovrT Chicago.
tle boost in football practice in one of the drills the Tigers go
Pedro Borbon pitched five inthrough each day. Murray will open the season a week from Friday
nings of four-hit relief for the
at Reidland.
victory.

Blyleven Works Extra And Gets
Win, Red Sox Roll With Moret

SPORTS

%)

Ft. Thomas Highlands
Still Ranked As Best
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
"Right now, the poll doesn't
mean that much," says Roger
Walz, head coach of Ft. Thomas Highlands' No. 1 rated team
in the latest Class A-AA-AAA
high school football poll.
Ft. Thomas Highlands maintained the top spot in the poll
on the strength of its 34-6 romp
over Russell last Saturday.
Walz said his "kids did a real
fine job" in that game. "Defensively they did real well, the
defense gave us awful good
field position."
He said the offensive performance was a "pleasant surprise" for him.
Bryan Station moved into
first in the state Class AAA
poll, with St. Xavier remaining
on top in the Jefferson County
Class AAAA poll.
Because the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
added a Class AAAA this year,
The AP divided its poll into
three sections, combining
classes A, An and AAA into
one poll.

There are separate polls for
Jefferson County Class AAAA
schools and Class AAAA
schools outside the county.
The panel of newspaper and
television sports writers and
announcers was unanimous in
its selection of Ft. Thomas
Highlands. Mayfield came in
second in the balloting, with
Elizabethtown moving from
fourth to third.
NewRort Catholic dropped to
fourth, and Paris jumped two
slots to fifth.
Middlesboro, which was ranked 10th last week, moved to
sixth, while Scott County replaced Harrodsburg in seventh
after upsetting that team 6-0.
Somerset fell one place to
eighth, while Elkhorn City
moved into a tie with Bardstown for ninth.
None of the state Class AAAA
teams were in action last weekend, but Bryan Station moved
to first, switching places with
Owensboro, which dropped to
second.

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Bert Blyleven took his 11-inning, 13-strikeout performance
in stride. "I felt pretty good,"
said the Minnesota Twins' ace.
"I thought if I kept them from
scoring, we'd win eventually."
He did and they did.
The 6-foot-3 right-hander
walked only one batter Wednesday night, got all the support
he needed from Tony Oliva's
pinch-single in the 11th, and
could have pitched a few more
innings if he'd needed to.
"I wasn't getting tired," he
said after the six-hit masterpiece. ''I just kept mixing fastballs and curves in order to
stay in there until we got
around to scoring a run."
It took awhile, but Oliva's
single delivered pinch-runner
Steve Brye with the run that
gave the Twins a 1-0 triumph
andieft the Brewers in awe.
"Blyleven is one of the premier pitchers in the game,"
marvelled Milwaukee Manager
Del Crandall.
"The guy is so tough-he
makes everything look simple,"
added losing pitcher Bill Travers, who pitched four-hit ball
for 10 1-3 innings — his longest
stint since his high school days.
Red Sox 8, Angels 2
Roger Moret allowed eight

hits and walked seven but
raised his record to 11-2 as Boston whipped California before
34,239 at Fenway Park.
The Red Sox got three firstinning runs on doubles by Denny Doyle and Fred Lynn and
Jim Rice's 21st homer into the
center-field bleachers.
The Angels came back with
two runs in the second — on
one single and four walks, with
a sacrifice fly thrown in. Then
Boston added a run in their
half and two more in the third.
Orioles 4, Royals 2
Six extra-base hits, including
a key two-run double by Ken
Singleton in the fourth inning,
lifted Baltimore past Kansas
City.
A's 3, Yankees 2
Thurman Munson's ninth-inning error, his 19th error of the
year, allowed pinch-runner

Matt Alexander to reach third
and score on Gene Tenace's
sacrifice fly for Oakland's winning run in the ninth inning.
Rangers 8, Tigers 2
Ferguson Jenkins and Steve
Foucault combined on a ninehitter and Jim Spencer paced a
12-hit Texas attack to lift the
Rangers over the Tigers.
Spencer had three singles and
a double and Jeff Burroughs,
Tom Grieve and Roy Howell
each drove in two runs as the
Rangers ran their winning
streak to five games.
White Sox 2-0, Indians 0-5
Jorge Orta and Bill Melton
smashed homers to give the
While Sox a 2-0 victory in the
first game before Fritz Peterson's fair-hitter and John Lowenstein's home run powered the
Indians in the nightcap.

Caution
School Is Started
Watch for School Buses
Let's Keep Our Children Safe
Thornton Body Shop
2112 Coldwater Rd.-Murray

Days'Only - Sale Ends Sunday Aug. 31st
SMITH A WESSON

12 Ga.Shotgun Shells
Heavy Field Load
3/
1
4 x 1¼ x 7/
1
2or 8 Shot

Special

Shotgun
Shell Belt
$149

Per Box

DOVE HUNTERS CAP
FEATHERWEIGHT -Nylon mesh sides for
cool comfort on warmest days. -Extremel
lightweight—comfortable all day long Adjustable.

Inflation Fighter

Limit 10 Boxes
While Supply Lasts

Specials

g

These Are Not light Load Shells

SHOTGUN SHELLS

Friday, Saturday & Sunday, August 29, 30, 31
at

Lin
194 Hamburgers & Miniature Golf Course

Our Famous Big Lindy

49

A Full Quarter pound of 100% pure ground beef, served on a
sesame seed bun with lettuce, onion, pickle and our special
sauce.

19' Hamburger
Miniature Golf Cours
153-1314
1201 Chestnut
Open 9:30 a.m. to Midnight - 7 Days A Week
Get To Know Us Benet

Visit Our Game Room Open Until Midnight
Pinball, Air Hockey, T.V., Ping Pong, Nickle Jukebox
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Kentucky Football Back in Business
By Coach FRAN CURCI
University of Kentucky
Written For
The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) One poll picks us to finish number two in the Southeastern
Conference, which is very,flattering, but most unrealistic.
Another "expert" picks us to
finish 9-2 and place 19th in the
nation, which shows how little
he knows. If we win nine
games, we will be in the top
five.
The good point about all this
is that people realize Kentucky
is back in the football business.
Some of those guys apparently
want to ick us
h, just in

case,so they can say they were
the first to tell people so.
Our fans also expect a lot
from us. All the season tickets
in our 58,000-seat stadium are
sold and there is a lot of football excitement in the air.
We do expect to be improved
over last year, when we posted
a 6-6 record, but we're not waxing predictions this year. That's
why you line up and play-to
see who comes out on top.
Realistically speaking, we
may be overscheduled just a
bit. We open with Virginia
Tech, which came on strong at
the end of last season, and then
we play Kansas, Maryland and
Penn State before beginning

our SEC schedule against Au- was more of a runner than a
passer, and also because the
burn.
Alabama naturally stands defense had to concentrate on
head and shoulders above the keeping Sonny Collins from takcrowd in our league, but we ex- ing the pitch and going outside.
We feel that Sonny was well
pect Auburn to have another
fine season as Coach Ralph on his way to All-America honJordan completes an out- ors when he received a broken
ankle in the ninth game of our
standing career.
Florida has a wealth of good season last year.
players while Tennessee, He did a lot of running and
Georgia, LSU and Vanderbilt lifting of weights during the
are fine SEC teams we will spring and summer and will report back in the best condition
play.
We lost an excellent veer of his career.
quarterback in Mike Fanuzzi, Steve Caripassi, a fine back
who rolled up more rushing who is somewhat overshadowed
yardage perhaps than any by Collins, is back for his senquarterback should. That was
partly due to the fact that Mike

ior year, along with Bill Bartos,
so we should be in good shape
there.
Quarterback is the questionmark. Cliff Hite, a junior, has
some game experience, while
Derrick Ramsey is a big sophomore with great potential.
Up the middle, we lost a fine
center in Rick Muzum. Rick
was responsible for some of
Sonny's fine runs. So was Warren Brhant, a junior tackle that
we feel has All-America potential.
We lost Elmore Stephens at
tight end, but sophomore Jeff
Lightcap and Vin Hoover, who

transferred from Tampa after
starting three years there,
should take up the slack.
Randy Burke has the equipment to be a fine receiver.
With a good passing quarterback, we expect to throw more
this year.
I've always felt that the kicking game usually is the deciding factor in success or failure
of a season. That has held true
most of the time for us.
John Tatterson was an unusual punter who will be hard to
replace. Right now, Pete
Geenunill is his likely replacement. John Pierce is a capable

placekicker.
Our defense is still young in
spots, but we have an excellent
noseguard in defensive captain
torn Ranieri. Art still was
southeast Lineman of the Week
for his play at defensive end
against LSU last season and
Rick Fromm is back for his
last year at the other end.
Ray Carr, Greg Woods, Tony
Gray and Mike Sigahos are experienced in the secondary,
while linebacker Mike Emmanual earned ABC defensive
player of the game honors in
our victory over Florida last
year.

The back-to-back telecastr of
the Florida and Vanderbilt
games helped our program tremendously. In addition to showing off our fine facility, they let
people know that UK is back in
the football business.
The regional cameras will return to Commonwealth Stadium
for our game with Maryland
this year.
Things are looking up, but we
are still young and must continue to bring in good athletes if
we are to be competitive with
the Alaparnas, Auburns, 1St's,
Georgias, Tennessees and other
fine teams in our conference.

All SIP Products on Sale. An SIP
Representative will be in the store to
assist you.

Cote In And See shy Everybody Shops At Uncle
641 4l RR Al. S 1.

Register for FREE STP
Racing Jackets Er Caps
Open
9 to 9 Mon.-Sat.
12:30-6 Sun.
<
,
THE FELLOWS ARE IAD NEWS-One of the best years in Murray State's beskethdl reuniting program
has produced tge follossieg ootstending freshman prospects. From left to right in. Earner Odboon Mays,
Gory, hod.; Tom lpffier, Lemont, NI.; Done Storbeck, Winchester, bd.; Peel Smith, Shelby County; Eddie
Milani, Mayfield and Vic Jordan, Christian County.
(Stuff hetes by Mike lirsoilsa)
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Stan Smith Fails In His Bid
In Cwneback At Forest Rills
By KAROL STONGER
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. I AP)
- Three years ago Stan Smith
was the king oil tennis. Today
he is in exile.
"The game isn't as much funp
not- when you're losing," .said
Smith. “The excitement of
playing is there. I know I can
play well. It's a combination of
things."
He mentioned a lack of agressiveness, not hitting, not
moving, impatience, the mind.
Then, almost as an afterthought, he mentioned a painful
tennis elbow.
Onny Parun of New Zealand
shed more light on Smith's
plight after beating him in the
first round of the U.S. Open
Tennis Championships Wednesday 6-4, 6-2.
"I see him with his arm irr

Sale!
AUGUST
ONLY
Your Ears
Pierced Free
With Purchase
Of Piercing
Stud Specially
Priced At Only

ice after matches," Parun said triumph over Joaquin Rasgado
of the former U.S. Open and of Brazil.
Wimbledon champion. "Before Jan Kodes, the No. 15 seed
he plays I see him having it from Czechoslovakia, blitzed
rubbed down. He does it in a Graham Stillwell of Great Britcorner so no one sees him.
ain 6-3,6-1 and Tom Okker, the
'He's a pretty good sport and No. 6 seed from the Nethernever says much to the play- ,ands, closed out the day with a
ers. But iihen you walk out on 6-4, 6-2 triumph over Jurgen
court with a sore anti you Fassbender of West Germany.
With perfect tennis weather,
change your strokes. You lose
confidence, lose matches. You -s record first-day crowd of 12,have to play 100 per cent and 723 turned up at the remodeled
he's playing only 60 per cent. West Side Tennis Club.
Another 4,949 watched the"I'd say he reeds a good long
night action, the first of -eight
rest."
nights under the;ghts.
Smith, 28, won the Open in
1971 and Wimbledon in 1972. He :-=-c>=Pfm.e.c•c•04:0=Poca'c'e
was rated the No. 1 player in
the United,States and the world
in 1973. Last year he shared-the
United >=••=4=00.0.0.0.0.0CPC*C>C4
No. 1 billing
Connors and
States with J'
By The Associated Press
this year_is-fanked No. 2.
National League
East
But he has been at such an
W L Pct. GB
• that he couldn't get past
74 57 .565 Pittsburgh
the first round of Wimbledon St. Louis
71 60 .542 3
70 61 .534 4
thi year, losing to Byron Ber- Philphia
5
New York
69 62 .527
tram of South Africa in straight Chicago
60 73 .451 15
55 74 .426 18
Montreal
sets.

MICHEISON'S
• ; fifY
r

He hasn't won a tournament
in 13 months and for the first
time since he can remember he
wasn't seeded for this year's
Open, even though he reached
the quarter-finals last year.
Although Smith failed to get
past the first round, his compatriot, No. 4 Arthur Ashe, and
four other seeded players advanced.

Roscoe Tanner, the No. 10
seed, ousted Dave Schneider of
South Africa 7-5, 4-6, 6-1; -Harold Solomon, seeded 13th, eliminateg Victor Pecci of Paraguay
5-7, 6-2, 6-2 and Vitas Gerulaitis, the No. 14 seed, advanced with a 5-7, 6-3, 6-2

1
' rwton
soott
Tenneesee
bill.ds s
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Have Proof In Your Pocket
This Thursday-Friday & Saturday Hite
/

"Jaraboga

Star
on Key Board John Raker-Super Rork
Special2.5(1
Friday Ni.-Draftleer
Let's
4

&-ff-PD DECALS
INSTALL A BRAND NEW, CLEAN SIP
AIR FILTER.
GET ALL THE
AIR YOUR ENGINE
NEEDS FOR GOOD
PERFORMANCE.

Standings

Ashe, the Wimbledon champion, beat -Victor A1118-ya, a 1foot-6 University of Michigan
senior, 6-3, 7-6. Amaya, a subElHarald
stitute for
schenbroich of West Germany
who failed to show, had only 15
minutes notice for his center
court match, the first of the
1975 Open on the new clay-like
surface which replaces grass.

i 10
$

tiran3teih's

Chop-Chop Down To Ray's Lounge

West
Cincinnati
87 44 .664 /
2
Angeles 70 62 .530 171
Los
65 66 .496 n
S Francisco
1
2
60 72 .455 27/
San Diego
58 75 436 30
Atlanta
Houston
51 84 378 38
Wednesday's Results
Cincinnati 6, Chicago 5
San Francisco 9, Montreal 1
Atlanta 6, Pittsburgh 2
Houston 5, St. Louis 1
New York 7, San Diego 0
Los Angeles 10, Philadelphia
0
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia (Lonborg 8-6 or
Ruthven 12) at San Francisco
(Barr 11-11)
Montreal (Rogers • 10-10) at
San Diego (Jones 17 71, (n)
St. Louis (Forsch 12-9) at
Cincinnati (Nolan 11-8), (n)
New York (Koosman 10-11) at
Los Angeles (Rhoden 1-1), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Chicago
Louis
at Cincannati, (n)
St
Houston at Pittsburgh, (n)
Montreal at San Diego, (n)
New York at Los Angeles,
(n)
Philadelphia at San Fran (n)
Adkericanellillsa.
L Pct GB
78 52 600
71 59 546
7
65 65 500 13
60 68 .469 17
57 75 .432
51 80 .389 27/
1
2
West
79 52 603
Oakland
City 70 59 .543 8
Kansas
66 67 .496 14
Texas
64 67 .489 15
Chicago
63 69 477 161/2
Minnesota
61 72 459 19
California
Wednesday's Results
Boston 6, California 2
Chicago 2-0, Cleveland 0 5
Oakland- 3, New York 2
Baltimore 4, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 1, Milwaukee 0, 11
innings
Texas 8, Detroit 2
Thursday's Games
Chicago (Wood 1317) at Sal
tirribre (Cuellar 12 10), (n)
Oakland (Holtzman 15-10) at
New York 'Dobson (10-13), (n)
'
Only games scheduled
- Friday's Games
, -cago at..Ballimore, (n)
Oakland at Bolton, (n)
Minnesota at Cleveland, (n)
-California at Detroit, (n)
Kansas City at New York,
(n)
Milwaukee at Texas, (n)
Boston
Baltimore
New York
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Detroit

Save More
At
Uncle
Jeff's

THE RACER'S
EDGE AGAINST
HEAT, FRICTION
AND WEAR

SIP DOUBLE
OIL FILTER

15-0z Can

HELPS KEEP
YOUR ENGINE
IN TUNE AS
YOU DRIVE.
8 Oz

STP SINGLE
OIL FILTER

C
5
7

Our Reg. $2.47
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Graduation Hasn't Hurt Trojans
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By DAN BERGER .
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Fact:the University of Southern California was No. 2 in the
nation last year among major
college football teams.
Fact: 14 Trojans were
drafted by National Football
League teams and a couple
more signed as free agents.
Conclusion: Southern Cal was
so hurt by graduation that 1975
will be a down year for the
Trojans.
Wrong.
Coach John McKay, while admitting that he has his youngest, greenest team since 1962,
still feels that Southern Cal will
be very strong this year. One
reason is there are enough returning lettermen of quality to
form the nucleus of a powerhouse. Another reason is
speed.
"It's a very large, very fast
team. And I would say we'll be
pretty good early in the year,
and by the end of the season
we should be excellent," says
the good-humored McKay in
one of his serious moments.
-Truthfully, though, we're a
year away from greatness."
The offensive line is anchored

MURRA' Y LEDGER & TIMES

Defending Champ Giles
Eliminated In Tourney
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PORTS Colonels Loaded With

by 6-5, 268-pound Marvin Pow- pound Evans may give way to
ell and 6-3, 244-pound Joe Rob Hertel, a slick passer who
Davis. The defensive Luse has looked sharp in spring practice
Donnie Hickman, 258 pounds, a year ago but was redshirted.
and Jeff Flood, 240, and plenty
Shelton Diggs, the man who
of speed to go along with tackle caught the two-point conversion
Gary Jeter, linebacker Kevin pass from Pat Haden to win the
Bruce and deep back Danny Jan. 1 Rose Bowl Game 18-17
Reece. The latter has 14 inter- over Ohio State, is back to
ceptions in his last two seasons. catch passes. Other split end
By GORDON BEARD •.
"We've built our whole defen- candidates are Junior Lee and
AP Sports Writer
sive concept the last four years Ken Randle. Both are inRICHMOND, Va. ( AP ) — A
around speed," said McKay.
experienced, but both are swift.
title,
McKay acknowledges there Randle, if he chose, could prob- rookie may not win the
are a number of unsolved prob- ably contend for the Olympic but the Class of '75 is making
its presence felt in the 75th U.S.
lems about the 1975 Trojans, 400-meter title next year.
Amateur Golf Championship.
but he's not pessimistic, only
SWIMMING . . .
Another wave of upsets liberwaiting for things to develop.
DOVER, England — Stella
"Vince Evans will start as Taylor, a 39-year-old swimming ally dotted Wednesday's secNo. 1 quarterback, but we don't pool manager from Fort Lau- ond-round results as the field
know if he'll still be there in derdale, Fla., who hoped to be- was reduced to 64. Chief among
the perpetrators were first-time
two weeks," he said. "He's a come the first woman to swim
starters
in this prestigious
very good passer — and a hell from England to France and
of a runner. When you knock back again, returned to Eng- event.
The biggest shocker was a 19him down, you have to knock land in a motorboat after comhim down, you don't just talk to pleting only the first leg. She hole, 1-up victory scored by
him. When he's in the back- was forced to turn back be- Stanley Price III of Pittsburgh
over Vinny Giles, the 1972 U.S.
field, we'll have four good run- cause of rough seas.
Amateur champion and current
nners."
BASKETBALL . .
British Amateur titlist, who
He has a strong arm, and as
TOKYO — A team of Ameri- was playing on his
home Counthe pros say a quick release. can Basketball Association
And he's a very good team players defeated a National try Club of Virginia's James
River course. It was the 13th
leader, and I think the kids like Basketball Association squad
time
that the 32-year-old Giles
him, which is very important 146-136 to make their record
had played in the tournament.
for a quarterback."
against the NBA 2-3 on the
The result was the same for
However, the 6-foot-2, 205- Japanese tour.
three others competitors with
--

[s.-...0.,

am,

gam

considerable experience and
success in previous events:
—Former British Amateur
clamp Dick Siderowf of Westport, Conn., 37, playing in his
15th U.S. Amateur, was ousted
1 up by Bruck Ziemski of Dudley, Mass.
—Dale Morey, 56, of High
Point, N.C., went to the sidelines a 1-up victim of Barton
Goodwin of Houston.
--Jay Haas, the NCAA champion playing in his fourth tournament, was eliminated by
Tom Evans of Northbrook, Ill.,
1 up on the 19th hole.
The victors include Price, 23;
Ziernski, 25; Goodwin, 19, and
Evans, 21. And they accounted
for only a portion of the upsets.
HOCKEY . .
NEW YORK — Veteran forward Bobby Rousseau of the
New York Rangers called it
quits after 15 years in the National Hockey League.

111 III
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By Coach ROY KIDD
the 1974 College Division II Steve Streight and Hal Emerson, who alternated at the spot.
Eastern Kentucky University
statistics.
Written For
Boyd finished second to Re- - Other first-team choices on
The Assoeiated Press
the All-Conference team who vere with 20 receptions for 244
RICHMOND,Ky. AP) — Ex- will return include senior wide yards. Emerson finished the
perience at most every posi- receiver John Revere, who led season with 219 yards rushing
tion, including 18 returning us in receptions, with 30 catch- and three touchdowns, while
starters, will characterize the es for 632 yards and seven Streight picked up 191 yards
unit the Eastern Kentucky touchdowns: senior placekicker and one TD.
Colonels will field this fall.
Inman Sherman, a junior
Earl Coody; senior offensive
A total of 40 lettermen, in- tackle Robyn Hadley; junior of- split end, will be battling for
cluding six first-team All-Ohio fensive guard Joe Alvino, and the starting job he had last
Valley Conference selectees, re- senior defensive tackle Junior year until he suffered a broken
leg in the season opener
turn to form the nucleus of the Hardin.
1975 edition of our defending
Hatley and Albino turned in against Dayton.
John Garnett, a senior who
champion team.
outstanding '74 seasons and
Among these returnees is were periodic repeaters on the played four different positions
first-team All-American half- OVC's checklist, while Coody last year, will have the inside
back Ernest Talbert, a 5-10, led the league in kick scoring track at tight end.
On defense, eight starters,
180-pound junior from Lexing- with 52 points—nine of 10 field
ton, who was also the OVC's of- goals and 25 of 27 conversions. other than Hardin, will be back
fensive Player of the Year.
Hardin finished fifth on the including second-team All-OVC
Talbert, who had nine games team in tackles and assists selections Tim Kinduell, a senior end, and Ron Catlett, a senlast season where he rushed for with S7 and 50, respectively.
100 yards or more, finished the
Other starters returning on ior cornerback.
Catlett led the team in interseagon with 1,478 yards and 11 offense include junior split end
touchdowns, both tops in the Elmo Boyd, senior tackle Mon- ceptions with five while Kindleague. His season's rushing ty Sammer, senior guard John uell was third in tackles and
total also placed him as the Rogers,junior center Roosevelt assists with 50 and 67.
second leading ground gainer in Kelly and sophomore fullbacks
Other defensive starters are
seniors Joe Evans at end and
Damon Shelor at linebacker and
Fred Young at cornerback and
sophomores Anthony Miller at
roverback and Steve Hess at
Entire Stock
safety.
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Some items not. exact! .as ictured

ne- '-'ay
Multiple Vitamins

Style
Shampoo

Style
Hair Spray

$129

Regular

Approx.Size
24" x 45"

Bottle of 100

Choice of Orange-StrawberryApple-Lemon-Herbal
15 oz. Bottle

Reg $1.99

One-A-Day
Multiple Vitamins
Plus Iron
Bottle of 100

2 994

694

Now

for

Sale

Listerine
Antiseptic
Elmers
Glue

Kills germs by millions on
contact
Quart 32 oz.

Sale Your Choice

394

per skien

High Fashion
Nifty
Clip Book

Paramount
Dill Pickles

Choice of School Glue or Glue-All
4 oz. Bottle

IMO

Three players—junior Jerome
Kelley, sophomore Ernie House
and redshirt freshman Alfred
Keller—battled for the starting
spot in the spring while Art
"Corky" Prater, an outstanding
young quarterback signee, will
have a chance to show his merits in drills this fall.
At the end of spring practice,
House was the leading contender for the job.
We have an 11-game schedult•
this season in which to try to
better last year's 8-2 over-all
and 5-1 OVC marks. Eastern
opens its season at home Sept
6 against the University of Wis
consin-Oshkosh.

Sale $179

Choice of Regular-Super
Hold-Unscented-Ultra Hold
Giant 16 oz.

Sale

Entire
Stock

Braided

11•1111•11•1116•11111MNINIMOI•••11111•11111
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY KY

Two players who had to sit
out one year because of the
OVC testing miicup will return
for their senior years. Center
Mike . Johnston and defensive
tackle Frank Kennedy will certainly add depth to our team.
In fact, Kennedy and Vic
Smith were our Starters at
tackle at the end of spring
practice when we were playing
Hardin at noseguard.
The big question mark we
will have to solve will be who
will take the graduated Jeff
McCarthy's spot at quarterback.

Tompax
Tampons

Hamburger
Slices

Binder
With Pad
Assorted Colors

Choice of Regular or Super
Box of 40

$J29
Sale

Sales'!"

nomild
Sale $I 19 Limit 2

Freezer
Bags
Pint-Qts.
Yi gal.Bag to Hold
6 to 10 lbs.

39'.69'
Table

Orange Peeler

Mufflers
For
All Cars

Prestone
II
Anti-Freeze
WSepeekcV-

$r I

267L.,; %,gal. Limit4

1=1 $

Gold
Green
By
Mirro

PopcornPoPPer
4Qt

Self Buttering
Attachment

Covered

Lamps
$1147.,

Cake
Pan

Pin-Up

Aluminum-Gold
Green-Poppy

Lamps
$36-4

v.-Dog Irons
,,
,Grates
Fire Screens
fr--Stoye Pipes
v.-Wood Holders

Shop Early &
Save on all
Your Fireplace
Equipment

sr
up

Windshield
Washer
Solvent
Reg. 1.57

774
•••••••••••_••••••••

ii:••••••••••-__•_•••••••

Nylon Foam
Back Slip-On
Or Vinyl Slip-On

Plastic
Assortment
Cups
Napkin Holders
Mustard & Ketchup
Juicer
Measuring Cup

Reg. 12.97

Major League
Leaders

Seat
Covers
$727

•

O I

By The ASSOC$41441 Press
American League
bats)BATTING (325 at
Carew, Min, 367, Lynn, Bin,
328,
319.
NY,
Munson,
McRae, KC, .310, Washington,
Oak, .310.
RUNS BATTED IN-Lynn,
Bsn, 91; Rice, Bsn, 87; May
berry, KC, 87; L.May, Bal, 84,
G Scott, MIL 82; G.Nettles, NY,
82
RUNS-Mayberry,
blIOME
KC, 29. R.Jackson, Oak. 28,
G.Scott, Mil, 27. Bonc13, NY.
24. Burroughs, Tex, 22.
STOLEN BASES-Rivers,
Cal, 64: Washington, Oak, 36;
Otis. KC, 33, Remy, Cal, 31
Bonds, NY, 29, Carew, MM, 79
PITCHING (12 Decisions)
More), Bin, 11 2, .846. 3.29.
B
-67-73----71417-4-33t-Palmer, Bal, 19 8, .704, 2.17.
Blyleven. MM, l46,.7
2-19.
M Torrez, Bal, 16.7, .696, 331.
Wise, Bin, 168. 667, 4.17; Tan
ana, Cal, 126. 667, 2.47; Eck
ersley, Cie, 10 5, 667, 2.45.
National League
BATTING (325 at
bats)Madlock, Chi. .361. Watson,
Htn, .332, Morgan, Cin, 327,
T Simmons, StL, 326; Sliodull
len, Pgh. 32*
RUNS
BATTED
IN--Lu
zinski, Phi, 103; Bench, Cin,
100; Staub, NY, 91; T.Perei,
rin 91. Watson, Htn, 83.
HOME RUNS -Luzinski, Phi,
31; Schmidt. Phi, 31, Kingman,
NY, 27;
Bench,
25.
Cin ,
G Foster, Cin, 21
STOLEN BASES- -Lopes, LA,
58, Morgan., Cin, 52; Brock,
St L. 49; Cedeno. Htn, 42; Car
denai, Chi, 27.
PITCHING (12 Decisions)
Hrabosky, Stl, 11 3, .796, I 45
Gullett, Cm, 103. .769, 2 24
Seaver, NY, 19-7, .731, 214 .
R Jones, SD, 17.7, .708, 2 09
Billingham, tin, 14-6, 700. 39).
Denny, 5,1., 9 , .693„ 3 49, Kir ,
by Cm. 9 4, .6w. 4.55; Norman. \
Cin 9,4,, 692, 3.9.

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mersey Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p. in. ere urged
to cell 753-1916 between 5:30
'p in. and 6 p. in. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be *cod before 6
m.
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HIGOON'S...HOME of EVERYDAY VALUES!
SHOP EVERYONE'S SPECIAL SALE AND THEN COME BY AND COMPARE WITH HIGDON'S EVERYDAY LOW

DISCOUNT MEM
LIVING ROOM

COMPARE AT

BEDROOM

HIGDON'S PRICE

RAINY Sofa and Chair, Early American, Vinyl. Brown Leather Look.

14995

99000

SUMMEROUR All Wood Double Dresser, Mirror, Chest and Bed.

RAINY Sofa and Chair, English Pub. Herculon. Brown and Gold Plaid.

S54895

$290"

RUM& Colonial, All Wood, Birch, Triple Dresser, Mirror, Doored Chest

CLAYTON MARCUS Sofa and Chair, Early American Nylon. Red and Green
Fruit Pattern.

$69995
$45995
$72995
$84995

HI STYLE Sofa and Chair, Early American Herculon. Green Stripe.
BROYHILL Sofa and Chair, Colonial Nylon. Red and Blue.
TRENIXINE Sofa and Loveseat, Colonial Chanelle Velvet. Brown and Rust.

$429"
$319"
$44900
$579"
$399"
$29900

CARSONS Sofa and Chair, Spanish Velvet. Red and BlaJ,T—
terti alii-ood —s64
- 995 Trim.

$43995

SEALY Sofa, Traditional, Chanelle. Velvet. Orange Brown and Rust Floral.

DINING ROOM

COMPARE AT

HOLIBMD Table and Six Chairs With Matching Hutch and Buffet. Maple
Finish.
STANLEY Table and Six Chairs, Oak Finish, With Matching China. Italian
Provincial.

$159995

SINGER Colonial Pine, Pedestal Table and Six Arrowback Chairs, With Match;;Ig Hutch and Buffet.

'139995

TELL CITY Solid Hard Rock Maple. Table and Six Cocktail Chairs, With Matching Hutch and Buffet.
BROYHILL Table and 4 Chairs With Matching China.

STANLEY Painted Finish, Mediterranean, Triple Dresser, Mirror, Doored
Chest, and Regular or Queen Headboard and Frame.

$1199" $690

AMERICAN DREW All Wood Oak, Mediterranean, Triple Dresser, Mirror,
Drawered Chest and Regular Or Queen Headboard and Frame.

$74995 $499

".$89991- -4$57

Till CITY Solid Hard Rock Maple, Dresser, Mirror, Drawered Chest.
Headboard and Footboard With Slatless Rails.

$919" 6 GUN MAPLE Cabinet With Locking Glass Doors And Drawers.
$99900 10 GUN PINE Cabinet With Locking Glass Doors and Drawers.

129

128
$279" '188
$27995 $188
$25995 975
$5" to $89"
$18995

LEGAL DESK All Wood. Oak and Pecan Finish.

$729" NEW SHIPMENT Of Lamps. Compare at '14" to 113995.
$49900 ROCKERS Over 25 To Choose From. Fruitwood, Pine, Maple, Mahogany,
and Bentwoods. Compare at 149" to 116995.

HIGDON'S
PRICE

COMPARE AT

$09900 CREDENZA Pecan Finish, Contemporary Styling

119995
'69995

$999" $699

FULL SIZE BED COMPLETE
WITH HEADBOARD, MATTRESS AND BOX
SPRINGS AND FRAME

OCCASIONAL

$3200 to $9800

COMPARABLE VALUES THROUGHOUT THE STORE
CAMPBELLTELEVISION AND STEREO

FIRM- 11 YR. GUARANTEE
3TV3IIN $6995

Always SALE Priced!

YES!
DRIVE A LITTLE
SAVE A LOT!

FREE
PARKING
PHONE
247-7710

WE DO HAVE OUR OWN
IN THE STORE

SERVICE DEPT.

MATTRESS
A
BOX SPRINGS

Jamison ®
and

7995

/65
441

SUPER FIRM, RELAX-O-PEDIC
DELUXE 15 YR. GUARANTEE

'99"
4/6 FULL $109"
3/3 TWIN

5/0 QUEEN 149
6/6 KING

$199"

BEDDING
EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES!
Shop and Compare

II IGDON FURNITURE STORES
1,11,Vii{0 1]
MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.

Person

"Wood Is
our lives ths
for grants
Wilson, C
Forestry Rs
"Each of I
an average
pounds of pi
feet of timb
we use woo'
bridges, post
fences, wall ,
toys, tooth
crates, boxe
and on am
almost end]
said.
Wood not
uses, but has
advantage
materials in
renewable. II
crop that cal
replanted i
merely a w
shrinking re
said.
Experts I
demand for s
America in U
Today's
researchers
ensure that I
generations

S4

th

pAHWContemporary Oak TripleiresseL
THOKLULF R
Miiii-brawered -Chest- and-Regiar oilmen Headboard and Frame.

$499"

$149995

AMERICAN DREW Cherry Table and Six Windsors With Matching Hutch and
Buffet.

and Regular or Queen Headboard and Frame.

$29995 $188
$92995 $580

HIGDON'S PRICE

$69995

HIGDON'S
PRICE

COMPARE
AT

Callow

OPEN
8 AM -.5 PM
MOPS DIMI
THURSDAYS 11110
SATURDAYS

OPEN
FRIDAYS
8 AM - 8 PM

Buzza
Comfo
sleek
ankle
choice
Come
you'll
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Calloway Forestry Ranger Urges"
Horoscope
Persons ToPlant Trees On Land Your Individual
Frances Drake
"Wood is so much a part of
our lives that we almost take it
for granted," said Albert
Wilson, Calloway County
Forestry Ranger.
"Each of us, each year, uses
an average of more than 400
pounds of paper and 200 board
feet of timber. Besides paper,
we use wood for shelter, fuel,
bridges, posts, piling, furniture,
fences, wall coverings, handles,
toys, toothpicks, matches,
crates, boxes, barrels, pallets,
and on and on through an
almost endless list," Wilson
said.
Wood not only has myriad
uses, but has the very important
advantage over most natural
materials in that it is endlessly
renewable. It is the yield from a
crop that can be harvested and
replanted instead of being
merely a withdrawal from a
shrinking reserve, the ranger
said.
Experts predict that the
demand for wood will double in
America in the next 25-50 years.
Today's
scientists
and
researchers are doing much to
ensure that present and future
generations get the kinds and

CE

10

00

FOR FRIDAY,AUGUST 29, 1975
Look in the section in which PISCES
your birthday comes and find (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
what your outlook is, according
You may have to ease up in
to the stars.
some respects But NOT ease
out or fade out. A really fine day
for accomplishments if you are
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) drIrt well organized and maintain an
Auspicious influences. Man- even pace.
age well, interpret carefully.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Don't accept ALL suggestions
offered. Study carefully first. endowed with great versatility,
TAURUS
lofty and idealistic antbitions
(Apr. 21 to May 21) diiir and remarkable intuition and
If too eager, you may sensitivity. You are competent
overreach your mark but, if and practical in all your unobserving your limitations and dertakings, cautious and
maintaining a reasonable pace, conservative. You enjoy the
you can accomplish a great arts and find great happiness in
the company of intellectually
deal.
BIAS BANNED
stimulating persons. Your thirst
GEMINI
AT GAS PUMP
(May 22 to June 21) 24
e
‘ for knowledge is insatiable. On
NEW YORK (AP) — In the
Don't look askance at those the minus side, you incline to be
event of another gasoline short- who disagree with you or ex- fault-finding, impatient with
age, gas stations giving prefer- press "way out"
ideas. On those less gifted than yourself
ential treatment to regular cus- consideration,
you may find and, at times, too prone to "give
tomers would be violating the that
they contain gems of up" on a project before seeing it
law, reports National Petrowisdom.
Overall, a promising through to completion. Curbing
leum News.
these traits, however, there is
The U.S. Supreme Court, the day.
no limit to the heights you can
publication notes, recently up- CANCER
attain — especially in the fields
held the Federal Energy Ad- (June 22 to July 23)
Your organizational abilities of law, literature, music,
ministration's position that it
has the authority to ban favor- should not go unnoticed now. statesmanship, medicine or
Capitalize on past experience education. Birthdate of: Oliver
itism.
and use only the best of pre- Wendell Holmes, writer,
tested procedures. Increased physician; John Locke, writer,
philosopher.
prestige indicated.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
_Don't be impatient. If
barriers, even seemingly insurmountable, seem to obstruct
your progress, be content to
wait until they are removed.
"It seems hard to believe, but
They WILL be!
school is here once again—and
VIRGOthet:means.that every motoriat
24 to Sept. 23) WP% is faced with a safe driving
Buzzaed Boots by- W;yenberg
Your stars now stimulate responsibility," said C. P.
Comfortable, colorful anytime shoes, with
your ambitions, perseverance Geleynse, executive vice
sleek low styling, wedge soles, squishy
and confidence and, with these, president, as he
introduced the
ankle wraps and rope laqes. In your
you can rack up a Fine total of annual School's
Open traffic
credits. Do make the most of
choice of earthy shades.
safety campaign of the
fine
influences.
Come on in and try on a pair. We think
Louisville Automobile Club.
LIBRA
you'll like how they run.
Geleynse explained that the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Especially favored now: poster design for this year's
business interests and personal campaign will soon be a comsight to
drivers.
relationships. Display your mon
efficient and amenable side and "Youngsters going to and from
you can't help but earn school, walking, running and
playing, are a constant
rewards.
reminder that we must exercise
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nVeltP caution in our driving habits."
Avoid tendencies to procras- The AAA spokesman pointed
HELP CE1-EBRATL
tinate or to work sporadically. out many. youngsters' lack of
AMERICA'S
Keep eyes on your goal, experience in traffic situations,
IMRTHDAY
maintain a steady and as well as their impulsiveness
reasonable tenipo, dad step and.oceasional lack of attention
progressively toward it.
to their Aurrowidings. "These
SAGITTARIUS
factors should be enough to help
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31°100. us remember safe driving
You may be called upon to practices - such as slowing
make some weighty decisions. down in the vicinity of schools,
However, this should not daunt
being particularly alert where
the well-developed Sagittarian
warning signs and flashing
who, even in the most critical signals are in effect, observing
moments, thinks clearly and
safe procedures in school bus
astutely.
loading areas and obeying the
CAPRICORN
signals of School Safety Patrols
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
g
and Adult Crossing Guards."
If you missed out on
Geleynse
concluded:
something during the early part
of the week and it is still "Operating a motor vehicle
desirable, try for it now. requires a sense of personal
responsibility. You can do much
Planetary influences helpful.
towards keeping otfr youngsters
AQUARIUS
safe by driving carefully.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
•
Remember - school's open:
Review your plans, methods;
note where you can better
TRUJILLO KILLED
situations. Eliminate anxiety;
Rafael Trujillo, president
supplant with precautions and
of the Dominican Republic,
good management. Work to
was assassinated on May 30,
avoid oversights.
1961.

Xe

4/244k

See how
they run.

99

19

amounts of wood needed. There
are four major goals involved:
better utilization of each tree
harvested; bigger and better
trees through selection and
genetics; increased protection
against fire, insects, and
diseases; and safeguards
against
the
many
encroachments that would endanger the forest itself.
Persons interested in helping
preserve the wood supply by
planting trees on their land,
may contact Wilson, County
Ranger for Calloway County at
436-2152, or the Kentucky
Division of Forestry Office in
Mayfield at 247-3913.

7T-7-44*

Reported Cases Of Rubella Up By 60 Per Cent This Year

School's Open--

Drive Carefully

Aril

Reported' cases of rubella
(German measles) jumped by
some 60 per cent this year, but
the Administration plans to cut
in half funds to vaccinate
children against the disease,
reports Maternal-Newborn
Advocate. Rubella is harmless
to children, but a woman infected early in pregnancy risks
giving birth to an infant with
severe birth defects.
The rationale, according to a
spokesman for the Federal
Center for Disease Control
(C)C)in Atlanta, is that since a
large proportion of children
have now been vaccinated,
there is less demand. The
Administration is also counting
on states and localities to make
up the shortfall.
Although reported rubella
declined by nearly two-thirds
ISEICe the vaccine came into use,
reported cases in the first half
of this year climbed by 62 per
cent over the number reported
for the same period in 1974,
from 8,717 to 14,153, says CDC.
Dr. Louis Z. Cooper, a March
of Dimes grantee, says that the

vaccine has broken the
characteristic five-to-nine-year
cycles of mass epidemics which
had occurred since the late
19208.
"Vraat we would hope is that
continued use of the vaccine
would prevent future major
epidemics," Dr. Cooper says.
Published by The National
Foundation-March of Dimes,
the Advocate concentrates on
legislative and other governmental
action
affecting
maternal and infant health.
The Administration's 1976
proposed budget calls for CDC's
rubella and childhood disease
vaccination program to be cut
from $10.7 million, as funded in
fiscal year 1975, to $4.9 million
in 1976. Actual appropriations
for the program in fiscal was
$6.2 million, but this was supplemented by $4.5 million in
previously impounded funds.
The fiscal 1976 figure will not be
established until Congress acts
on the President's proposal.
The program began shortly
after the rubella vaccine was
licensed in 1969. It allows CDC

to make grants to states and
localities to buy vaccines and
provides
Federal
administrative help
where
needed.
The program accounted for
some 85 per cent of all rubella
vaccinations in this country in
its first few years, according to
CDC, but now is responsible for
about 35 per cent because the
vaccine has become widely
used by private practitioners.
Since the vaccine was
licensed, 68 per cent of children
between five and nine, and 60

per cent of one-to-four-year-olds
have been vaccinated, according to CDC. More than 55
million doses have been given.
FIRST
MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day, initiated by
John Logan, congressman
and Civil War general, was
first formally observed on
May 30, 1868
LINCOLN HONORED
The Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D.C. was dedicated on May 30, 1922.

Radio Ihaek
BACK-TO-MUSIC
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
WE
$50
Ayr o•IN.1.0

1111e
,weal

t -11P •
•
•
•
•

WEVENBERG

REALISTIC 9'
STEREO AND 4-CHANNEL.
RECEIVER 21% OFF!

Reg.
29

00
SAVE S87.70

ON A COMPLETE
4-SPEAKER SYSTEM
FEATURING THE
QTA-720 RECEIVER
Reg Sep Items
Price
429 70

95
79

$342

31-4011

Our OTA-720 opens a new world of listening pleasure
via 2 or 4 speaker stereo or quadraphonic sound —the
best of both worlds 2 and 4 channel tape inputs and
outputs. Glide-Pathlr volume controls Custom
walnut-grained vinyl veneer case There s only one place
Radio Shack
,you can find it

Just Arrived for
Back-To-School

.Realistic OTA-720 Receiver
• Four Solo-1 Walnut Veneer
Compact Speaker Systems
• LA8-34 Auto Changer on Base with $1795
Elliptical Magnetic Cartridge

SAVE $20 SAVE
15%
OUR FAMOUS MC-1000
SPEAKER SYSTEM

Family Shoe Store

9eg
95
59

510 Main Phone 753-3901

3995
40-1980

Genuine walnut veneer acoustic
suspension speaker delivers real
hi-ti sound 8 woofer and 3 wide
dispersion tweeter Use with any
audio system Space-saving
113
/
4x9x5Y2 Reduced
,33%'

Have you tried the Declicious Catfish
at the Palace Yet?

CHARGE IT
At Rialb WM%

ADVERTISED
ON TV,

SAVE
$20

Sunday

This week the fish were swimming
in Kentucky Lake!

Hushpuppies-Cole Slaw
French Fries-White Beans
Reg.

All The Fresh Ky.Lake
Catfish You Can Eat

gs 95

49.95 &1912-1819

CAR 8-TRACK
STEREO
PLAYER__.
-40% off on Realistic s
smallest 8-track tape unit'
Auto/manual program
change tone control

SAVE
16%

$269

REALISTK AM
POCKET RADIO
Rt16- 5 95

For the Best Fish Dinner you have
ever hod...Come to

1195

12-187

Excellent sckincll With hattlery,
earphone carric strap

-e-Palace

Reg Sep Items
117 80

9995
• Realistic SA•10 Stireo Amplifier
. Two Solo-II Walnut Veneer Bookshelf
Acoustic Suspension Speakers
• Modulaire• Automatic Changer on
Etas, with Oust Cover

and you can

Fresh kydake
Catfish
Friday-Saturday-

REALISTIC
4-PIECE STEREO
PHONO SYSTEM

BARGAIN-PRICED
RADIO SHACK
CALCULATOR

16tS
Our superb new EC-220
with lots of expentive
features Does chain and complex
calculations Percent key constant
floating decimal bright R-r1q-11. rIrctlIny
Battery included

SAVE s10

SAVE 20%

2-CHANNEL,
3-STATION
WIRELESS
SELECTeCOM"

CUSTOM-PRO
STEREO
HEADSET
Reg 24 95

Reg 6995
5995 SET
43-228 of 3
Save time and steps' Each station has
2-channel vetisatility, volume control
squelchi Just plug in and talk'

1995

33-1002

1
Envoy the total listening ex\rience
at a very affordable price'

RADIO SHACK PRICES ON AVERAGE HAVE INCREASED LESS THAN 1% SINCE JULY. 19741

Hours Mon.-fri. 10-9
Saiurday 10-1
Not Open On Sunday

"Always Open 24 Hours"

A

TANDY CORPOR AT ION COMPAN

Olympic Plaza
12th St. Ext.

Phone153-1100

10111.•••

rem ...mi.
••ASS 154,01
WO. .00 •••1

PiCES MAY VARY AT tHONIOUM STORES
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Individual Retirement Plan Bonds Now On Sale

Home Canning Of
Fruits, Vegetables
before opening. Bulging can
ends, jar lids or rings may
mean the seal has broken and
the food has spoiled. There may
other signs of spoilage when you
open the can — spurting liquid,
an off-odor or mold means you
should discard the food.
For more information, send
45 cents for a copy of Home
Canning of Fruits and
Vegetables. Home Canning is
one of almost 250 selected
Federal publications listed in
the current edition of the
Consumer Information Index.
Published quarterly by the
Consumer Information Center
of the General Services Administration, the Index is
available free from Consumer
Information, Pueblo, Colorado
81009, and at Federal Information Centers located
throughout the country.

They are sold at face value in
denominations of $50, $100 and
$500. Interest accrues at the
rate of six percent per year.
compounded semiannually, and
is payable upon redemption.
Individual Retirement Bonds
may be purchased from any
Federal Reserve Bank or

catf44pa_

eN•.•
Little w
more than ashion
news,they're fit
and comfort,too.

SBA Provides
Counseling In
Regional Area

r.ther refers to uppers

On a rec
Welled its
and caused
the west e
lines trap!
Paschall's
toward a
Creek Roar

Paschall
but embarr
ditch.

JIM MARVIN
AUGUST PAINT SALE

CrAocAsoss

Ju.np
4 Nuisane
8 Tropical
12 Mounta

The Small Business Administration provides counseling - -for persons in the
Paducah area on the 1st and 3rd
Thursday of each month. A
SCORE Counselor will be
available for interviewing and
counseling from 9:00 a. m. til
12:OnNoon on the 1st Thursday,
and on the 3rd Thursday from
9:00 a. m. til 12:00 Noon by a
Loan Officer frorn the Louisville
District Office of SBA.
The office is located in the
City Hall on the first floor. The
phone number is (502) 4446381.
-In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
suggested that the businessman
bring with him a recent
financial statement or balance
sheet of the business and a
profit and loss statement for the
previous full year. This into
pertains
formation
established businesses,
However, anyone interested in
establishing a new business is
encouraged to consult with this
representative as well as other
businessmen who are in need of
financial advice ,or assistance.

Machine Eases Harvesting
Of Vegetable Crop Yields

A machine which can creep
slowly through a field without
benefit of human guidance may
make future harvesting of crops
such as cucumbers and peppers
easier for Kentucky farmers.
"The machine is a harvesting
aid," explains C. R. Roberts,
Extension vegetable specialist
at the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. "It will
not do the picking itself, but it
will carry the people who do the
picking."
The harvesting aid has three
foam rubber seats for carrying
the pickers. It also has space for
containers to hold the produce
being harvested, eliminating
the need to carry the produce
out of the field by hand. An
aluminum canopy over the top
shades the pickers from the hot
summer sun.
The machine is sell-propelled
and does not need a driver. A
rudder and guide wheel extend
out in front to guide the machine
down the row. Power is
provided by an eight horsepower motor. A hydrostatic
drive system makes it possible
to vary the ground speed according to how fast the pickers
can work.
The machine can be adjusted
for row spacings of 36-60 inches.
According to the manufacturer,
the machine enables three

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

If the house you bought is more than 35 years old, the chances
are very great that the varnish on the wood work is a rosin (from
pine trees) derived product. These rosin varnishes very often tended
to creep or alligator—Surface tension effects cause the problem and
it can continue for a hundred .years or more. Oil paintings by the
Old Masters invariably show this effect and it's amazing how many
used were the ultimate—you wouldn't use
Growing corn in grass sod tilled soil. However, only the idiots think the vehicles
those paints and varnishes on a dog house today! Many of the Old
fields which have not been sweetcorn yielded as well with Masters' paintings have been restored, patched and repatched so
plowed has become an no-till as with conventional many times that if you paid more than $10.00 for one you were
established practice in Ken- tillage.
swindled.
tucky, where some 250,000 acres
Knavel said no-till shows the
If you paint over such varnish in about a year or less the paint
of corn were grown using this most promise for growing crops film will begin to crack and open up as the varnish continues to
no-till system in 1974. The no-till' such as cucumbers and snap- creep under the film—a most horrid and upsetting event. What
system can also be used suc- beans which are mechanically should you do?
cessfully in growing some harvested and which can be
Take it off! Use Paint and Varnish remover—the thick gloppy
commercial vegetable crops. harvested at peak size or type so it won't run off when you apply it. Use plenty of ventilation
That has been shown in quality for only a short time. because the fumes certainly won't improve your health, and work
research conducted by Dean The mulch of dead grass which one board at a time—follow the directions.
Knavel, Associate Professor of is present in no-till fields
Refinish using Jim Martin's Sanding Wood Sealer for the
Horticulture at the University sometimes makes it possible to first coat and All Purpose Varnish, Satin or Gloss, for the finish
of Kentucky College of get harvesting equipment coat. Both products have an alkyd base and contain no rosin whatso-ever. You may recoat with paint later without worry.
Agriculture.
through the fields during wet
Floors?—Rent a sander, or best of all, hire a professional floor
Knavel will give a report on weather when it would not be
his,no-till vegetable research at possible to use the equipment in refinisher and refinish using Jim Martin Interior Wood Sealer for
the first coat and Polyurethane, Gloss or Satin, for the finish coat.
the annual meeting of the tilled fields.
Note—Polyurethanes dry much harder and more scratch and scuff
American Society for HorNo-till also has an advantage resistant than Alkyd Varnishes. However, Alykd Varnishes can be
iienitural. Science, which wilL at planting time when fields are reF,
oaced .with paint dr v_auxiabt
. , with more assurance that, th _e nib'_
take P1iergepTertiber-M17
wet. It is sometiMes Possible to "niquent coat will adhere.4r
Honolulu, Hawaii. In his plant no-till when plowed fields
research, Knave' found that are too wet for planting.
vegetables planted no-till in
Crops which have a short
Interior Points
winter rye killed by a contact growing season appear to be
herbicide were more successful best suited for no-till growing,
$5.89. SUPER LATEX INTERIOR
FOR
$7.98 VALUE
than vegetables planted in said Knavel. The longer the PAINT. Just what the name says — Super! Stunning decor in just
bluegrass sod treated by the growing season lasts, the more exactly the shade you desire at this low, low price. Hides old colors
herbicide. The bluegrass tended likely weeds are to become a in just one coat. So much hiding power that one gallon usually does
minutes to a fiat, matte finish. Thick and
to grow back and compete for problem in no-till vegetables. a room. Dries in 30
creamy for neater painting. Applies easily with brush or roller
moisture and soii nutrients with
Next year,Knavel plans to do Eight specially formulated ready mixed whites. Gives you just thc
the 'vegetables, but the winter a study comparing, various right white for ceilings or walls. THOUSANDS of super washable
rye did not grow back.
fertilizer rates and row custom colors.. Paint your room and move in the same day!
In 1975, sweet corn and
.
spacings for sweet corn,
$9.98. VALUE FOR $7.09. H. R. H. INTERIOR LATEX
cucumbers grown in killed snapbeans, and cucumbers You can now have an almost indestructible paint finish. When
winter rye and those grown by grown with no-till and con- rdinary paint is not what you are looking for — stop here at
the conventional method ventional tillage.
the HRH display. HRH has a slight sheen plus an extra tough
I°
non-porous film. Finger marks and dirt wipe off with a damp cloth
produced
equal
yields.
and a drop of detergent. Will not shine when' washed. Originally
Tomatoes grown no-till did not
DUKE'S DEATH
designed for hospitals where walls are washed constantly. This is
yield as well as tomatoes grown
the very best paint available if riiii-fiave small children where
The duke of Windsor, forconventionally. Pelmets were
handprints, crayola marks, etc. have to be cleaned off every hour,
also grown no-till this year, but mer King Edward of Engevery day, every week, every month!
the harvest has not yet been'- land, who abdicated the
throne to marry American
$11.98 VALUE FOR $7.98. ALL PURPOSE VARNISH,
completed.
SATIN or GLOSS. Made with a stabilized Alkyd base to resist
divorcee Wallis Stnipson,
In 1973 and 1974, snapbeans, died May
yellowing and marring. The very best Alkyd Varnish possible to
28, 1972, in Paris,
cucumbers, sweetcorn, aged 77.
manufacture. Best for cabinets and woodwork.
tomatoes and peppers were
grown in bluegrass sod treated
Exterior Oil Base Points
with the herbicide, and also in
Many home-owners prefer oil base paints and during the past
two years these same good people have been horrified at the price!
being quoted for quality Oil House Paints. Our prices are far below
those of competing best quality brands. Look in your mail order caw
log or call any paint store or lumber yard and ask about Beat Quebty
Oil Paint prices.
498 VALUE RDA $6.49. SUPER DURABLE OIL BASE
HOUSE PAINT. The lowest Cost Oil House Paint available anypeople to harvest SS much
where. Durable, weather resistant, worth far more than this price
produce as 10-15 people could
A Pure White Oil Base House Paint.
harvest without the machine.
$10.90 VALUE FOR $6.89. HI-GLOSS HOUSE PAINT. A
The cost of buying the
superbly good covering, White, durable, gloss House Paint for 5
machine is about 82300. Roberts
years of best service.
says a farmer would probably
$14.50 VALUE PM $8.99. SUPER ONE COAT. The "Cadneed to grow a total of about
illac'. of the true one-coat House Paints, Glossy, Super Weather
five acres of crops such as
Resistant, strongly mildew resistant and the best protection you can
cucumbers, peppers, cabbage,
buy for your home at any price. 6 to 8 years dependable life.
Basically, we were
or strawberries to justify
$14.50 VALUE FOR $8.99 (White) and $9.28 (Colors). PLAT
owning the machine.
born broke.
OIL HOUSE PAINT. White, 12 ready mixed colors and thousandr
"By purchasing the machine,
of custom colors. This paint far exceeds Federal Government sped,
So Americans got
a farmer should be able to in'wflitibons for blister resistant house paint. Contains extra large
together and loaned
amounts of the Whitest White pigments for one-coat coVerage
crease his acreage of a crop
Super 6 to 8 years life. This is the problem solver—sticks to a
such as cucumbers or peppers
their new government
greater vaiiety of surfaces than any other paint—it keeps going
without increasing his need for
over 127,000.000
where other paints fail.
labor at harvest time," says
alone.
on
faith
Roberts. "For example, a
Exterior Latex House Points
Eventually, it was
farmer now growing three
acres of peppers could probably
Faints are the easiest of all House Paints to apply
Latex
House
that faith that won the
and during the past 10 years outstanding improvements in petgrow nine or ten acres and
and our freedom
formance have been accomplished. Colored 'Exterior Latex Coating. harvest them with the same
are now more colorfast than oil types and when applied correctly....
amount of labor if he used the — Today. that faith-4 - the film durability is equal to or exceeds the performance of the '7-machine."
still alive.
best oil coatings. Our Jim Martin Latex Coatings are continually
The UK specialist points out
tested against the best of other manufacturers' and none of the
million
Over
94
other coatings have given better performance or appearance ratings
that farmers using the machine
modern Americans
than our own.
need to leave space at the end of
the field for turning the
buy United States
$4.98 VALUE FOR $2.98. MUTE WHITE LATBX HOUSE
PAINT. An astoundingly good paint for this price. In these timer
machine around. Turning is
Bonds
Savings
of inflationary high pricts you can afford to paint many thingr
accomplished by guiding the
around the home or farm for this low, low price. 2 to 1 years dura•
regularly through the
rudder mechanism by hand.
bility. EXTERIOR-INTERIOR — White only.
Payroll Savings Plan
The machine is being
$6.98. VALUE FOR $4.98. SUPER DURABLE VINYL.
demonstrated to farmers at
... and others where
ACRYLIC. Perfect spreadability makes it almost impossible to put
several locations in Kentucky
this paint on wrong. Tough Acrylic resin gives this paint durability.
they bank.
this summer. It was demonGoes on easily—dries in 30 minutes. Past soap and water dean-up
while
And
their
strated for cucumber harResists dirt collection and marring. Use it with confidence. 3 to 4
years durability. White only
vesting in Hardin, Warren, and
savings grow. they're
Pulaski Counties. A schedule of
helping their country
$10.98 VALUE FOR $7.98. ACRYLIC LATEX HOUSE
demonstrations in pepper fields
too.
PAINT. The -Williamsburg- super quality appearance with 7 to
grow,
stops
in
August
includes
during
10 years durability. A true One Coat Latex House Paint with more
Pulaski, Bath, caney, Adair,
Independently.
of the expensive pigments and latex than any other brand for Super
Monroe, Metcalfe, Russell,
Performance. In White, 12 ready mixed colors and thousands of
II% o•tert.t Irbe• 1414 to
Nov IF 111444,
Taylor, Marion, and Larue
•warity .0 wart 4S
custom colors.
etelta or 4441,4444 114•44-cado le rep144.4
Counties.
records ore ...4,dCS,..,,4,d114.4.
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Nutrition--Food At Work For You

Court Square - Murray

SPRING
Ken Pesci
chuting it
sport, it's
get in the

UK Scientist To Report On
No-Till Vegetable Research

SOLAR HEATING
IS ON THE RISE
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A MELON FEST—Wayne Clark, left, Ronda Clark, center,
Recent studies made for the
National Science Foundation in- and Nick Allen Horton, right grew a 21 lb. canteloupe and an
dicate that solar heating and 86 pound watermelon. The watermelon is 29 inches long
cooling systems can become and 38 inches around.
competitive in most regions of
(staff Photo by 1-0.tancaster)
the nation in 10 to 15 years. The
amount of fuel saved by using
solar energy would rise slowly,
reaching 50 million barrels of
is a valuable source of vitamins
Have you been wondering
oil per year by 1990.
The government is setting lately about your eating habits? and minerals. This is the group
policies for the growing use of Well, every now and then it's a
you can count on to supply
solar energy devices expected good idea to take stock of your
Vitamin C—which you need for
by the mid-1980s.
diet — and see if you've been healthy gums and body tissues,
Most of the emphasis would eating right. While people differ and Vitamin A, which your body
be on techniques of using the
needs for growth, normal vision
sun for single homes and build- in how much they want to know
in dim light, and a healthy
nutrition,
we
all
need
to
about
ings.
know a few facts abstit_ food sp. condition of the Akio.
-AMg bOtlet
—We can evaluate- clit-Mt—arid helps you
make better selettions in the and teeth. And you can meet
most of your calcium needs
_ future.
via
The U. S. Department of from the milk, group. It also
Agriculture has a booklet which provides protein, riboflavin,
explains that food scientists and vitamin A (if the milk is
have translated people's daily whole or fortified.) Cheese and
needs and the nutritive value of ice cream supply these
foods into an easy to use guide. nutrients too, but in different
It sorts foods into four groups proportions.
The bread-cereal group with
based on their nutrient content.
In addition to explaining the its whole-grain and enriched
daily food guide, the booklet has bread and other cereal products
a food buying and storing guide. furnishes protein, iron, and
For a copy of Nutrition: Food at several of the B vitamins.
Nutrition: Food at Work for
Work for Yon, send 40 cents to
Consumer Information, You (40 cents) is one of almost
Department 45, Pueblo, 250 selected Federal consumer
publications listed in the
Colorado 81009.
The booklet includes the current edition of the Consumer
following information about the Infremation index. Published
four food groups you should be quarterly by the Consumer
Buster Brown trims the wedgie down
Information Center of the
getting daily:
to size . .. your little girl's. A non-slip
General
Services
Adeggs
fish
and
poultry,
Meats,
leather
-moving
Easy
crepe sole underneath.
meat group—and their ministration, the Index is
from
the
around.
111
comfort
and
fit
above. Fine
alternates—dry beans, dry peas available free from Consumer
and nuts—are valued for their Information, Pueblo, Colorado
protein. This is needed for the 81009, or at Federal Information
growth and repair of body Centers throughout the country.
tissues. These foods also contribute iron and B vitamins.
The vegetable and fruit group

Adams Shoe Store

Branch, or directly from the
Treasury Department. They
may be registered in either
single ownership or beneficiary
form, in the names of natural
persons only. Individual
Retirement Bonds are nontransferable; they cannot be
sold or used as collateral
The new Bonds permit persons, who work for employers
unable to finance a pension
plan, to set aside a portion of
their annual income—up to a
yearly limit of $1,500, or 15
percent of gross income,
whichever
less—for
is
retirement. The amount set
aside annually is deductible
from goes income for federal
income tax purposes.
Because they are designed to

PA
CUT!

8-28

THE PHANTOM

There's something about
canning your own fruits and
vegetables that tells your
friends and family you care.
But, if you decide to package
your own,be sure you learn how
to can safely —and protect your
family from the bacteria and
enzymes which cause spoilage.
Home Canning of Fruits and
Vegetables, published by the
Department of Agriculture,
tells you how to can safely and
efficiently. The guide is
available for 45 cents from
Consumer Information, Dept.
47, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
The publication advises:
+Wash all fruits and
vegetables completely before
canning. Dirt contains some of
the bacteria hardest to kill.
-f-If you're canning in glass
jars, make sure all jars and
closures are perfect. Discard
any with cracks, chips, dents or
rust. Defects prevent airtight
seals — and seals must be
airtight to prevent spoilage.
+Wash glass jars in hot,
soapy water and rinse well. Also
wash and rinse all lids and
bands. Metal lids with a sealing
compound may need boiling —
always read and follow the
manufacturers instructions.
+If you use rubber rings,
have clean, NEW rings of the
right size for jars. Don't test the
rings by stretching — they must
fit perfectly. Be sure to wash
rings in hot, soapy water and
rinse well.
+Always check for spoilage.
Look closely at jars and cans

WASHINGTON
—
The
Department of the Treasury has
placed 011 ilide U. S. IndividuAl
Retirement Bonds. They are
specifically designed for investment by persons who lack
coverage by any other
retirement plan. The Bonds are
Issued pursuant to the
provisions of the Employee
Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974.

cases of
be used for personal retirement, before age 594, in
date is
maturity
The
disability.
certain
the Bonds carry
month in
redemption restrictions. During the first day of the
reachers
the first year after issue, they which the Bond-owner
after the
may be redeemed without in- age 70%, or five years
death,
owner's
the
of
date
he
may
They
terest or penalty.
Both
cashed, with a tax penalty, until whichever is earlier.
are
interest
and
principal
594,
age
reaches
the owner
income
federal
for
reportable
after which the Bonds may be
tax purposes, at time of
redeemed without penalty.
or maturity.
redemption
be
The Bonds may, however,
Complete regulations
cashed without penalty, at any
Individual
the
time until maturity, for the covering
purpose of changing in- Retirement Bond may be found
vestments. In addition, they In Treasury Department Cir1-75.
may be cashed without penalty cular, Public Dept Series
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FEDERAL CARS
MAY GET RETREADS
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Environmental
Protection
Agency is studying the feasibility of equipping all federal vehicles with retreads as a way
to recycle our natural resources, according to the Tire
Retread Information Bureau.
Last year, 200 million tire
casings were discarded • —
enough to circle the earth four
times at the equator.

We have many, many other Paint Products — 4 variance of Interior Lases Wall Paint, Floor Enamels, Gloss and
Semi-Glom Enamels, both oil and latex, Aluminum Paints,
Barn Paints, Sealers and Primers, AND, Custom Colors —
'1500 or more in mow items — ALL AT PRICES that will
mean reel Savings so YOU.

• 54
a

erica.

200 years at the same location

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main
Phone 753-3361

IN THI
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630XE
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Illegal Savings Bond Chain-Letter
Schemes Could Result In Prosecution

PARACHUTIST
CUTS OFF POWER
•
tte is
thin
Liars
ir the
leath,
Both
are
come
t of
Lions
'(dual
found
t Ctrs 1-75.
mow

1973

SPRINGFIELD,Ore. t AP)Ken Paschall, 21, says "parachuting is not a 'dangerous
sport, it's just that obstacles
get in the way."

If someone asks you to join a
money-making plan involving
chain letters and U. S. Savings
Bonds, you'd better refuse. You
aren't likely to make any money
- it's more likely you'll lose
your "investment" to get in on
the deal-and it's possible YOU
may be prosecuted for violation
Paschall landed, uninjured
of
federa, state or local laws.
but embarrassed, in a nearby
A few months ago, a number
ditch.
of endless-chain schemes were
On a recent jump his 'chute
missed its mark by a half mile
and caused a power outage on
the west end of town. Power
lines trapped the canopy of
Paschall's 'chute as he steered
tcward a landing on Rock
Creek Road.

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
2 Room in
harem
ADO bitIOVJ OUD
Ju.np
3 Counterpart
glig10 gM2gE DMIL
4 Nuisante
4 Free ticket
3aTARZ iii0UMA1
8 Tropical tree
5 Go in
(BUZAU UVU
12 Mountain on
6 Classified
MOM MAP MOOR
Cret•
7 Chinese
OLIO OBOOMIWO2
13 Ox of Ceieti3s
pagoda
gla
OrJ..N DW
14 Century plant 8 Sheets of
5MEIODURN2 1AUP
15 Equality
glass
16 Sieves
WESO
9 Toward shelter
18 ltern of
10 Nobleman
1N4S OuAUffl
property
11 Army meal
1301
3%0 110000-e]
20 Wants
17 Buries
99A ME4TOMur
21 Burrowing
19 Appear
28 MOO WirDMINO rgal
animal
21 Speck
23 Remains at
22 S-shaped
32 Press for
43 Malay canoe
ease
molding,
payment
4.4 Hind part
25 Eyed closely 24 Soak up
34 Spanish pot 46 Sicilian
27 Female deer 26 Testify
37 Harasses
volcano
28 Resort
28 Orators
39 PIENS
48 military dec31 Abounded
29 Sly look
40 Small
oration (init.)
33 Drive onward 30 Mountains of
stoves
50 Corded cloth
35 Lamprey
Europe
42 Part of church 5 Greek letter
38 English tavern
38 Slumber
39 Recipient of
gift
41 Turns around
track
42 Dress
protector
45 Cut of meat
47 doing before
in time
Befor49
52 Saturate
53 Man's nickname
54 Soak
55 Organs of
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launched in Southern Califor- were originally prepared by the
nia.
The
intermingling promoters- with their names
organizations were active under and addresses or those of their
several misleading names - associates heading the lists "Your March of Bonds", the scheme would provide
"Inflation Defense Foun- Bonds for the promoters long
dation", "Century Club", before - if ever - new mem"Exclusive One Million, Inc.", bers reaped any harvest. .
"Uncle Sam Investment, Inc.",
The promoters of that plan
"Six-Pack Club".
used two variations - the "Six
The scheme most often used Pack", involving lists with only
worked this way - the victim six names, and the "Century
became an "active member" Club", which used $100 Bonds,
by paying $37.50 to a "sponsor". in lieu of $25 Bonds.
In return, he received a
The California Attorney
membership list of 10 names General, Los Angeles County
and a $25 Savings Bond, District Attorney and the Los
recently purchased for $18.75, Angeles
City
Attorney
made payable to the first person cooperated in the investigation,
on the list. The new "member" arrests and convictions of the
made two new membership promoters, who were held in
lists, crossing off the top name violation of the California Penal
on the original list and adding Code concerning endless-chains
his own name at the bottom. He and lotteries.
then purchased two $25 Bonds,
Rather than circulate the lists
payable to the person who was or the Bonds through the mails,
then first on the new lists. He those promoters relied upon
delivered the Bond that came meetings in private homes to
with the first list to the person further their schemes. Had the
named- personally or by mail. mails been used, the promoters
As a "new member", he was would have been in violation of
required to pay annual dues of the U. S. Code, Title 18, Section
$3 and to purchase membership 1302 - the "lottery" statue
books, at $1.50 each, to give to which proscribes the mailing of
the two "new members" he material concerning a lottery
brought into the scheme. The promotion. It establishes
victim had spent $81, but was criminal sanctions of a $1,000
told he would recover most of fine or imprisonment for not
his investment when he sold his more than two years, or both,
two lists. He did, in fact, upon conviction. They would
recover $75, if he was able to do also have been in violation of
so.
Section 1341 -the "mail fraud"
However, for one member to statute.
receive $19,200 - the promised
Most of the "bottom-liners"
-li944 new members davolszect,iti-stich-acheaves
would 'have had to join after he relatively
innocent
of
did, without the chain's being wrongdoing. They have no
broken. To achieve "optimum intention of perpetrating a
success", the schemes required fradulent scheme or otherwise
a membership of 250 times the using the mails illegally. In
entire population of the world. addition to the promise of a
Since the membership lists dollar reward, they are often
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ACA Adopts Resolution

LOUISVILLE,
Ky.-The
American Correctional
Association (ACA) has adopted
a resolution sponsored by
gentucky Corrections Commissioner Charles Holmes
recognizing the American Bar
Association for its contributions
...is for the
to the field of corrections.
Holmes presented an award
to Diuslid Maar, staM .4thiector
>.
fee the bar association's
Commission on Correctional
Facilities and Services, during
ceremonies Thursday nient at
the close of the 1975 ACA convention.
Holmes said the award
recognizes the bar association,
particularly Skoler's commission, for "serving as a
major influence in establishing
standards for correctional
services and programs and in
assisting us throughout the
country to get legislation to
Many folks have disupgrade the correctional
Thli5 WRITER
covered
a simple
system."
5ORE REPEAT5
Recommendations by the bar
i-iiM6ELF A LOT
solution to this grow
association were used in
ing family problem
developing national standards
by selling the used,
and goals for the criminal
justice system, including
and buying the uscorrections.
able in the
Holmes first proposed the
resolution at last year's ACA
WANT ADS
convention in Houston, but it
was not voted on until this year.
Its adoption marks the first
time the ACA membershiNhas
1. Legal Notice
officially recognized another
organization for assistance in
the corrections field.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
SYMPHONY CONCERTS
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
HELD AT N.Y. CASTLE
Notice is hereby given
NEW YORK CAP)- - The
that a report of Final
American Symphony has startSettlement of accounts
ed three Bicentennial concerts,
was on August 25, 1975
• 7Asep
at Castle Clinton, in Lower
e
filed by Guy Rutland,
0
.
A
Manhattan's Battery Park.
Executor of the estate of
The first was May 24. On
July 4, Morton Gould
Aubrey Rutland, Dec'd.
conducted unusual works by esand that the same has
teemed American composers.
been approved by the
1••
The Jenny Lind Concert, Sept
Calloway County Court
11, will be a reenactment of the
and ordered filed to lie
-oncert of 1850 when 6,000 perover for exceptions. Any
EITHER A SAP
sons heard the "Swedish NightOP A SUCKER/
person desiring to file any
ingale." The Swedish governexception
thereto will do.
.nent has invited a leading colso on or before September
ratura of the Stockholm Opera
22, 1975 or be forever
'0 appear. Both concerts will
begin at 7 p.m. and will be
barred. Witness my hand
•a6...••••
free.
this 25 day of August,
Sponsor is the American
1975.
Landmark Festivals, in cooperBy Marvin Harris
.ition with the National Park
County Court Clerk,
Service.
Calloway County, KenFort Clinton was begun in
tucky
803 to defend New York HarBy: Judith Ainley, D.
bor against the British fleet.
C.
/ After the War of 1812, the fort,
called Castle Gardens, was the
site of music and other entertainrnent events. Later, it was IN ACCORD
ANCE with
the New York Aquarium. In
Kentucky
Statutes,
1980 it was declared a national
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
monument and Congress has
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oven nearly $2 million to rethat a report of Final
tore it.
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WORK PREDICTION
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1. Legal Notice
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before September
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Mirvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
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persuaded that they are being
"patriotic" - helping their
government's Savings Bonds
Program.
Over the years, the Department of the Treasury has advised the public that chainletter schemes involving
Savings Bonds - which are
essentially get-rich-quick endeavors - do a distinct
disservice to the Savings Bonds
Program. Instead of encouraging individuals to
develop genuine savings plans,
they create the illusiton that
participants are both aiding
their government and themselves. Even in the rare case
where an individual receives a
large return, it is likely that he
would quickly redeem the
Bonds, thereby placing a further burden on the Treasury.
From time to time, the
Treasury's Savings Bonds
Division distributes news
releases warning of the
illegality of chain -letter
schemes involving Savings
Bonds. When a specific instance
is brought to its attention,
special releases are distributed
to news media in the areas
involved.
Individuals who purchase
Savings Bonds for such chainletter schemes, .and who
discover that participation may
violate certain laws and
regulations, may request a
refund, using Treasury Form
PD-2966. This form is available
at many.banks; it nyty also .be
requested frofn -tfia-13-ureliil "Elf
the Public Debt, ZOO Thtid St.,
Parkersburg, W. Va. 26101.

Classified
ads

IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filed by Leonard Vaughn
& Harvey Ellis, CoAdministrators of the
estate of Neva Luter
Maxedon, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before September
22, 1975 or he forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of kiinal
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filed by Johnie Marie
Crass, Administratrix of
the estate of Coy Crass,
Deed and that the same
Ails been approved by the
'Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before September
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D. C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filed by William R.
Furches, Executor of the
estate of Zollie Furches
Paschall, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before September
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 difr of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
-1
By Judith Ainley, D.
C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filed by Euin Bizzell,
Executor of the estate of
Lillie Mae Birzell, Dec'd
and that' the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before September 22, 1975 or be
forever barred. Witness
fny hand this 25 day of
August, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County *Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
C.

1. Legal Notit.e
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 21,.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filed by Howard Todd,
Administrator of the
estate of Alice Lee Todd,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before September
22, 1975 or be forever be
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filedhrj.jimie C. Windsor.Executrix of the estate of
James Tillman Windsor,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring tofile any
exception thereto will do
soon or before September
22, 1975. or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Cleft,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on August 25, 1975
filed by Jack Ward,
Executor of the estate of
Pearl Cherry, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before September
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounti
was on August 25, 1975
filed by Carrie Crawford,
Administratrix of the
estate of Charles Baty
Crawford, Deed and that
the same has been
proved by the Callouay
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before September
22, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 25 day of August,
1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
C.
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2. Notice

2 Notice

ADVERYSING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
clas_cified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising
753-1919
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

THE MOTHER EARTH
NEWS is here! For
subscription information
contact: Larry Ftiter, 1503
W. Main, 753-6030.

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
,_Poison Control 753-7588
ri
753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

THE NIECES of Willie
(Bill) Dunn would 'like to
thank the friends and
neighbors
of
Oaks
Community(
iiirKirksey.
They woulg, e to thank
the Benton Hospital and
staff, Murray Hospital
and Dr. Lowery, Linn
Funeral Home and the
honor pall bearers.
The Nieces of Willie
(Bill) Dunn

ANTIQUE SHOW. Pennyrile Mall, Hopkinsville.
September 17, 18, 19 and
20. For information write
Zajac Presents, 1832
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,
Ohio or call collect 419473-2641.

Kings Den

WE WOULD like to thank
our many friends, neighbors and relatives for
their kindness, prayers,
work, gifts, cards and
visits during the illness
and long stay in the
hospital of Milford.
We cannot thank each
person individually and
words could never say
what we feel. Thanks
again and may God bless
you.
Milford, Hilda & Terry
Orr

lantren Sports eat
Ms tawny
Cairn hammy,

a.
Astimie-Claims
awl twilit',"
1061S 6th Street, Murray Ky
Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal
Phone 502 business 753-0146
night 753-9232 Store hours Mon
day 1-6, Tuesday -Saturday 10-6

WATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.

5. Lost And Found
LOST ONE diamond
pierced earring. Saturday
afternoon. Reward offered. Frances Rule, 511
N. 17th, Mayfield, Ky.

TV Towers

Central Shopping
Center
Phone 753-5865

MORNING BABYSITTER
wanted for 3 days a week
in my home. Call 753-0627.
MATURE PERSON for
part-time work in snack
bar at Murray Drive In
Theatre, must work
Friday and Saturday
night. Call Tommy Brown
at 753-8084 for appointment.

WE WISH TO express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many
kindnesses extended to us
during the illness and
death of our husband,
father, and grandfather,
Weldon W. Lyles. Special VETERINARY KENNEL
thanks to Doctors Harold
help every other week.
and Kenneth King, to
Phone 753-3213.
nurses at Benton Hospital
and Calvert Convalescent
Center, Bro. Johnson
Help Wanted
Easley, Bro.
Gary
Service Station
Mohler, the singers, the
donors of food and
Attendant
flowers, and the Linn.
- Appiy4*Persen
-I:terra! Home. May`--No Phone Calls
God's richest blessings be
with each of you.
Barrett's
Mrs. Weldon ( Hontas)
Service
Center
Lyles, Mrs. Charles
639 So 4th
Nanny, Mrs. Harry
Murray
Brown, Larry Lyles, and
Mrs. Dave Jones.

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131

Wholesale Prices
TV Service
Center

6 Help Wanted

NEEDING A COOK at the
Alpha Gamma
Rho
Fraternity House. Will be
required to cook 3 meals a
day, 5 days a week. If
interested, Call 753-2943,
as soon as possible.

If You
Need Them:

St

LOST: WILL the person
who took two potted
flowers from 1017 Payne
Street, please return
them.

3 Card Of Thanks

YOUR NEED is our concern. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

Antennas

5 Lost And Found

LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

NEED EXTRA MONEY
for Christmas? Company
has five openings. Parttime $75 and up. Full time
$125 and up. Sen‘phone
numbpr for interview.
Write L. Emerson, 1503
Chaucer Drive, Murray,
Ky.

8. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings. Maintenance
free. House type constructed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
Ilighway 121 South.

12 Insurance
HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

LOST WHITE POODLE.
Black collar. With silver
Ornaments. Reward Call
753-8584.

LOST BLACK AND tan
Doberman, 2'years old.
Lost in vacinity of 9th
Street. Anyone knowing
the where 'bouts of him,
please contact Johnny
Garland 753-4641 or 7533724 anytime

Calculators
by

CraigAll Mode s

TV Service
Center
Central Shopping Centr
753-5865

15 Articles For Sale

Ronnie Ross
2 isf) E. Main

24. Miscellaneous

22. Musical

27 Mobile Home Sales

27. Mobile Home Sales

I

MUSIC LESSONS
J. & B. Music

I

End of Season

Sale

Garden Tiller

169"

5 H. P. Root

Garden Tiller
517995
recent
East Side
Small Engine.
Repair
Hwy 941
153-9137
BOTTLES, JIM Beam.
Also Cranberry Glass.
Below book value. Call
after 4, 753-1652.
SEVEN FOOT sidewinder
rotary mower. Tire
driven. Good condition.
$700.00. Call 527-8569.

RCA RECORD PLAYER,
2,2 years old. With stand.
$25.00. Call 489-2475 after
3:30.
The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.

19 Farm Equipment

FIREWOOD,ORDER now,
115315 FERGUSON tractor REPOSSESSED COLOR
54-SELECTIONS
10 x 50 DUKE 2 bedroom TWO LOTS AND 12 x 60
Oak"and Hickory. Cut to
of
with 2, 12" plows. Call 436T.V. and stereo. Balance
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
carpeted. Air conditioner, Mobile home. Kentucky
order.
753-6477.
Call
2434.
due. J. & B. Music,
and up. Moulding to
gas heat. 12th and Main. Shores. Reasonable Call
Chestnut Street, Murray. Mr le AMP Electric service
436-2560.
match
Call 753-7195 or 851-3317.
paneling.
pole, complete. Call 753Bathroom vanities from
960 CASE COMBINE with
0870.
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
chopper and 18 four rice
28. Heating & Cooling
decorative paneling 4 x 8
tires, duel wheels, 13'
BUSINES
CLAYTON
S
trailer,
FOR
12
65
x
SALE
sheets $4.25 each.'
42" CD
LIKE NEW 8000 BTU air
bean header, 3 row
Mixed drink bar and
1970 model. $3,600.00. Call
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
conditioner used one
head. Call
corn
narrow
package liquor store, L2
593-3040 or 593-3842. Big
eights inch Particle board
Piano-Organ-Guitar
season. Operates on
753-9502.
mile
north
Sandy.
of Graves
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
standard
household
County line on Highway
topping at 25 cents square
current, window expands
HAY and team
TIMOTHY
45.
Priced
1975
SCHULT,
All
to
70.
sell.
x
14
Phone
1foot. Interior latex white
included. $100.00. Call 753wagon, mowing machine
554-9061.
electric, central heat and
paint
$3.95
gallon.
753-7575
2660.
437-4620.
Call
and disc.
753-8566.
Call
air.
Fiberglass panels at 10
TWO STORY oak log barn.
cents to 25 cents square
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOUR ROW CORN header,
Excellent condition. Call
foot. Luan and birch doors
Ferguson No. 43. PIANO TUNING, repair
Massey
753-0870.
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 55
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Used one year. Shelled 70 and rebuilding, prompt
TRAILER WITH large
trailer, air conditioner,
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
acres. Call W. P. West, service. Rebuilt pianos
room attached. Located
26. TIr Radio
electric heat. Call 753-1551
Box 88, Martin, Term.,
for sale. Ben Dyer 753435-4487.
at Well-Vera Resort on
or 753-9104.
Phone 587-2420.
8911.
BLACK AND WHITE
Kentucky Lake. Fully
Westinghouse console T.
furnished, air
con- FOX MEADOWS AND
20. Sports Equipment
24. Miscellaneous
V.,
in
good
condition.
Also
ditioned, and electric
Coach Estates Mobile
LIKE NEW portable 200
one radio in console style
heat. Write or call Bill
Home Parks. South 16th
amp DC gas welder, 350 ASTROGLASS BASS boat. WILL TRADE good utility
cabinet. Very old, but in
Oakley, 420 Schenkel
Street. Homes and spaces
watts of AC 110 power,
70 h. p. Johnson power
trailer for good cement
good condition. Call 753Lane, Frankfort, Ky. for families only. Call
$850; burning outfit less
trim. Custom trailer,
753mixer. Call 436-5590.
1794.
40601, phone 502-875-1900
3855.
tanks; $65-; Call 436-2538.
many extras. Call 753-8045
Ask for Nick.
after 5 o'clock.
RECENTLY REMODELED 2-BEDROOM FRAME
99% COMPLETED, 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME
DRESSES AND pantsuits. 1973 ASTROGLASS AND
HOUSE WITH two(2)one-bedroom apartments in a
on a 34 acre lot in Fairview Acres Subdivision.
Size 10. Call 753-5175.
trailer with a 1974 115 h. p.
separate building at the rear of the property.
Country living with city conveniences. Has a living
Located at 603 Vine Street. All units are in a good
Mercury completely
room, family room-kitchen combination, utility
8' SLIDING DOOR. Heavy
state of repair and the rental units are bringing in
rigged. Call Jim Gibson,
room, 11
/
2 baths, central heat and air, wall to wall
duty glass sliding door,
an excellent rate of return on the investment.
489-2195.
carpeting, single car garage, community water
frame and screen. Exsystem.
cellent
condition, ONE SET OF DULOP
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME
wholesale cost over $500
on
a 142 acre tract of land,located 3 nines Southeast
classic golf clubs and bag.
' of Murray on Ky. 121. Has wall to wall carpeting,
Priced to sell. CaU 7538 irons, 4 woods, putter.
ne _
-baths,'central heat and aft; singte-tarlarate.
4423:
Viet-twice-tan 751:85151.
MbEatt - }fair LOT, ready for ocAvailable immediately.
cupancy...Located on Pottertown Road near the
1973 BUILT-IN DISHEast Elementary School. Has city water, septic
20 GUAGE 1100 Remington
NEARING COMPLETION...3-BEDROOM BRICK
WASHER. Excellent
tank
and field lines already installed. Full price
aut9matic shot gun with
HOME in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles
condition. $65.00 or trade
$2,500
vehtilated rib. Brand
Southeast of Murray on Ky. 121. Has central' heat
for portable. Call 767-4789.
new. Priced cheap. Call
and air, wall to wall carpets, 11
/
2 baths, kitchen
753-2451.
built-ins, enclosed garage, city water. Buy now and
30 ACRE FARM,located 3/
DRAPERIES
1
2 miles West of Murray,
AND
choose the remaining fixtures, etc.
with a 2-bedroom frame home that has been retraverse rods. 'Different 18' STARCRAFT PRO
bass
worked in recent years. Also has a 20' x 92'
lengths and widths. Call
boat and trailer with 135
PRICE REDUCED FOR A QUICK SALE..2-e,
Machinery shed with 9 bays,4-stall stock barn, good
753-5992,
h. p. Evinrude depth
BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE on a one acre tract of
tobacco barn, deep well, good woven wire fences, 5
land, located East of Almo on Independence
finder. Trolling motor. All
acres marketable pine timber, small orchard, on a
MIXED FIREWOOD.
Methodist Church Road. Must be sold!!!
extras,like new. $3,800.00.
county road. Secluded, yet closet()town.
$12.00-a rick, delivered.
Call 436-2211.
Call 753-9618.
DESIRABLE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in
12' SEARS SUPER game
Gatesborough Estates, at 2210 Gatesborough Circle.
Has a foyer, living room, dining ell, kitchen with adfisher, full floating, 9.9 h.
ditional dining space, family room with a fireplace,
p. Sears motor. Less than
2. full baths, walk-in closet In the master bedroom,
10 hours. Like new. Both
large sun-room, patio with a natural gas grill, wall
for $450. Call 436-2538.
to wall carpeting, central heat (gas) and air (elec3/
1
2 H.P. Root
24' JET BOAT seats 12
tric), double garage,spacious lot.
people, used 30 hours.
With new trailer, will sell
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 29, 1975, WE WILL BE LOCATED AT 408 SOUTH 4th
with
or trade for automobile.
STREET.
We sincerely appreciate the patronage you have given us at
fetelle
Call 436-2427.

MOVING-HOUSEHOLD
goods, black and white
.TIL,_bicycles,_stereo, fan,
kitchen utensils, lawn
mower. Phone 527-1607

FOUND YOUNG full
grown, female, pure bred
LATEX HOUSE paint sale. Beagle. Black, brown
and
Two gallons for $14.95. white.
Found on Nash
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Drive. Call 753-4307.
Maple St.

EOM
141131
ens
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16. Home Furnishings
GOLD CUT velvet couch
and chair. Mediterranean
style. Call 753-6033 after 5

55 LB. SHAKESPERE
Cascade, 50" bow, 12
microflight
interchangeable tip arrows,
bear quiver, excellent
condition.
Left-handed
bow $100.00. Call 753-7967
after 6:30.

1975 16' Cobia inboard,
outboard 120 h. p., Billy
irailer, $3,995
1975 16' Cobia inboard,
outboard, 140 h p., Billy
trailer, $4,395
1915 Cobia runabout 50 h.
D. Johnson motor, Billy
trailer, $2,595.
We hove in stock StrykerHydrosport,
Venture,
Glostron and Ranker
Boats.

Hogan Marine •
Incorporated
Highway 68
Jonathan Creek
Aurora, Ky.
Phone 354-6405

1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

Phone 753-0489

ONE BLONDE 3 piece
bedroom suit, nine piece
formal dining room suit,
early American den
14. Want To Buy
furniture, one Broyhill
_VENEER LOGS wanted, couch. Can be seen at 1902
white oak, walnut, ash
Gatesborough Circle. Call
and hackberry. Highest
753-7700.
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Mongtomery,
Miller 354-8440.
753-6760,
,
day or night.
JOHANN HAVILAND 19 Farm Equipment
China made in Germany.
Pattern-violets. Call 1- AGRI-PRODUCTS
is now
527-6011, Benton, Ky.
taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
SWEET CORN, Lima
gooseneck grain trailers
beans, and horticulture' in stock. Mir4cle
Span
beans. For freezing. Call farm buildings are ready
753-1733
for delivery. Call 753-2958.

BALDsens PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post , Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,

our present location and hope that you will continue to favor us at our
new location.
ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK AND REDWOOD HOME overlooking Cypress Creek, at
Shamrock Resort. Has a split-level floor plan that
consists of a living room with fireplace, kitchendining combination, 2 full baths, large utility room,
redwood deck on 2 sides of the house, patio, wall to
wall carpeting, central heat and air, large lot.

50' x 80' STRAN STEEL BUILDING situated on a
good sized lot in the city limits of Murray. Has
overhead doors in the front and rear, large airconditioned office space, one restroom and facilities
for the second restroom.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM with 135 acres in river
bottom land. Has 310 acres under fence, long road
frontage, running water year around. Owner will
sell all or a portion. Located 15 miles from Murray,
near New Concord.

AAA RATED MOTEL, consisting of 22 units plus a
manager's residence. All are in an excellent state of
repair and consist of both motel rooms and kitchenettes. Also has two (2) swimming pools, shuffleboard court, basketball court, picnic area, 5
acres of land. Extremely close to the proposed
Music Hall, near Kentucky Lake.

10' x 40' MOBILE HOME set up on a 200' deep lot in
Keniana Subdivision. Completely furnished and
ready for occupancy for only $4,500.

12 ACRE TRACT OF LAND, located on State Line
Road,81
/
2 miles Southeast of Murray. Has 8 acres in
cultivation, 4 acres in woods. Good building sites.

2 BEDROOM 12' WIDE MOBILE home on three (3)
in Pine Bluff Shores. Furnished and ready for
upancy.

20 ACRE FARM WITH AN EXTRA NICE 2BEDROOM BRICK (Basement type) HOME. Has
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, large
ceramic bathroom, kitchen built-ins. Has a
smokehouse with two carports, medium sized stock
barn, deep well, spring-fed creek, 19 acres cleared
land. PRICE REDUCED!!!
50 ACRE TRACT OF LAND,located 6'/
1
2 miles from
Murray City limits, at the intersection of Collins
Road and Craig Road. Blacktop frontage of almost
1,000 ft. Approximately 25 acres in cultivation this
year. Good level land,several building sites.
67 ACRE FARM, located in Henry County, Tennessee. Has approximately 25-30 acres in
cultivation this year, large stock pond, tobacco
barn. Good Producing land.
190 ACRE CATTLE FARM,located approximately
13 miles Southeast of Murray on Watts Road, /
1
2
mile off the blacktop. Has a long road frontage on
the county road. Situated just a short distance from
Kentucky Lake. Has a deep well, 3 storage sheds, 3bedroom- mobile home that Is two year old. ( approximately 12' x 70'). Low,low price per are.

LIMITED OPENINGS For,
piano and voice students.
Mrs. Cilia Dunn "all 7538712.*
USED , REYNOLDS
coronet in good condition.
Priced very reasonable.
Call 753-1389.
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WE BI
homes.
Saddle
Sales, I
1918 or

30. Bus

Cowl Sg
for lease
Ax Office
ut the Mn
th Streit?
Murray, I

botil4it%
p.m.
5:410 p.m.

NICE Fl
air co
bedroon
Call 435-

GARAGE
prefera t
limits or
753-9736

PROFESS
MARRIE
for unfiu
rent
reference
or 753-85•1

MOVING
looking fc
with some
not be ir
willing to
call colle

32 Apart

MURRAY
new, all(
two bedr(
Stove, r(
water I
Duiguid F
North. 75
ONE BED
apartmei
Universi1
conditio
and clea
Phone 7Z

16 ADJOINING LOTS in Center Ridge Subdivisio
n,
near the water. Several choice building sites in
the
wooded areas.
4-RENTAL APARTMENTS near
downtown
Murray. Consisting of a large frame two-story
house divided into one 7-room and bath
apartment
and one 3-room and bath apartment; a stpw
ate
concrete block and masonite building at the
rear of
the property, divided into one 4-room and
bath and
one 3-room and bath apartment. Provides
a very
good source of income, but the owner lives
out of the
county and is unable to properly supervise.
RESIDENTIAL lots on US-64I South approximat
ely
5 miles from Murray. Your choice of
five (5), all
with 100 ft. frontage on the blacktop and
measuring
approximately 375 'feet in depth. Financing
available.
SIX ACRE COMMERCIAL TRACT of land
on US641 North, just outside the city limits of
Murray.
THREE ACRE COMMERCIAL TRACT of
land at
the intersection of Ky. 121 By-Pass and
North 16th
Street. Suitable for many businesses.
Owners will
sell outright or build and lease to suitable
tenant.

19 ACRE FARM located on US-641 North, approximately 3 miles from Murray. Has a 2-bedroom
frame house, clean-up shop, stock barn, crib, etc.
City water and natural gas lines run through the
property.

To BUY,See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets

Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:

Fulton I. Young-753-4946

NICE'
unfurl

r

Kentucky. *
USED SELMER wood
clarinet. $75.00. Call 7534995.

TWO
carpe'
Wash(
big po
$3,000
2324.

Ishnusel Stinson • 753-3744

Licensed'in Kentucky and Tennessee

Wash-3!

i
,:

Some p
than the
buying
painful
buying
possible
tering t
comings.
I have
stating t
can attol
is a very
There
monthly
ding in,
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the "hei
printed c
only awe,
Don't I,
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guideline
willing
disciplrie
other es,
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/1"PAYSTO ADVERT/SE...ADVERT/SE WHERE11'PAYS...
AND 12 x 60
Kentucky
nable Call

29 Mobile Home Rentals

32. Apartments For Rent

TWO BEDROOM fully
carpeted, fully furnished.
Washer, air conditioner,
big porch, good condition.
$3,000. Call 753-4627 or 4892324.

SPANIEL
NICELY FURNISHED COCKER
AKC
PUPPIES.
apartment, air condition,
registered 875.00. Jim
$50.013 per month. At New
Schmutzler, Route 1,
Concord. Call 436-2427.
Croft, Ky. 502)424-5040.

38 Pets Supplies

Nice New
NICE TRAILER, 17 x 54,
unfurnished, 3 bedroom,
bath, central heat and
air, carpeted, TV tower,
and garden on private lot.
Call 492-8348.

& Cooling
8000 BTU air
used one
perates on
household
ow expands
00. Call 753-

MOBILE HOME, 12 a 50, 2
bedroom, washer and
dryer, air conditioned,
water furnished. One mile
from
city
limits,
references required. $100
per month. Phone 7533533.

lame Rentals
-OM 10 x 55
conditioner,
753-1551

iWS AND
.es Mobile
South 16th
and spaces
ily. Call 753-

HOME
a living
utility
to wall
water

•
Ger
ar the

septic
price

Murray,
been re'' a 92'
,good
fences, 5
rd, on a

on
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ge aircilities
river
g road
er will
array,

p lot in
antf

•

ree (3
dy for
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ntown
Story
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ear of _
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ncing

n USnd at
h 16th
will
t.

44

e-

Efficiency
Apartments
for Girls
Photo 753-5865
or 753-5108
FURNISHED
APARTMENT for couple. Ideal
location adjacent to
campus. $80.00. 753-8585.

Another View

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

HAY HAULING. Trtick
and crew furnished.
Reasonable rates. Call

WOULD Litt TO keep
children during days in
my home. Call 753-8275
after 5 p. m.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop i old ice
plant).- Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
EXPERIENCED
WILL PUT PLASTIC
under your house. Also
will do small carpentry

BEAGLE PUPPIES for
sale. Call 489-2415.

jobs. Call 753-1603.
TWO MALE SIAMESE
kittens. $10.00. Inquire at
1608 Main, Apartment 2.

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

39 POultiy

Supplies

.
..
.
S Pal ,
I. as ••••*••••••-....
*rev.,11.6•41•pet,* Se.c
•

U6.1

111-MR)

A3A1,40
"BETTY FORD 'T5L1.9 HER Hi-eWHAT SHE THINK

PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work. Call 7533450 or see Herman
Wicker.

EXPERIENCED Elec- WE DO hay hauling. Call
trician needs work. 30
753-6477.
years dependable serVice,
homewiring, remodeling
repairs, service changes, ELECTRICAt. WIRING
grain bins & dairy barns.
home and industrial, air
and
conditioning
All work guaranteed. No
refrigeration, plumbing
job too small. Call 753and heating. Call 474-8841
7488.
or 753-7203.
WINDOWS WASHED, also
yard
work
done,
ALUMINUM SERVICE
reasonable rates. All
COMPANY siding by
by
equipment furnished. Call
Awnings
Alcoa.
753-5320.
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
M8111 CONSTRUCTION
landscaping,
Call Will Ed Bailey, 492CO.,
8897, Bobby Lawrence
backhoe work, general
492-8879.
hauling, bush hogging,
plowing and discin,g. Call
PROFESSIONAL
436-2540.
service.
JANITORIAL
service, carpets,
Daily
RY
WORK.
CARPENT
floors, walls, furniture.
Remodeling, room adCall collect 502-335-3506.
ditions, any type of home

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
- late afternoon.
Will sell on consignment, any type of
recreational
used
vehicle. Highway 94
East near lake.
Cell 474-2752

51. Services Offered
HOUSEWIFE WILL do
babysitting in my home.
Call 753-1328.
NEEDLEWORK, QUILTS,
large enough for bedspreads. For all occasions. Call 753-3594.
CLEANING,
CARPET
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5127 or 753-9618.
EXPERIENCED Electrician. 30 years depenservice,
dable
homewiring, remodeling
repairs, service changes,
grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, part
of
S, DUCKS,
utilities furnished. $105.00 CHICKEN
KIRBY CARPET CAREWE BUY used mobile
47 Motorcycles
guineas,
pheasants, 44 lots For Sale
PAINper month. Couples
cleans rugs of all kinds. In EXPERIENCED
homes. Top prices paid.
bantams, fancy and old
or
interior
do
will
TER
and
Call
preferred.
Call
homes,
business,
753-3805.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
1972 HONDA CL350.
favorites. Large selec. Rugs come exterior work by the hour
m.
institution
p.
5
after
Sales, Paducah. Call 442753-4182
tion. Hubert Alexander. $10 DOWN AND $20 per
clean by steam cleaning, or job. 753-8343.
THREE BEDROOM un1918 or 443-8226.
Phone 328-8563.
month will buy a large
1975 HARLEY DAVISON,
Free estimates. 24 hour
furnished apartment.
Kentucky Lake access lot.
Super Glide. Call 354-8569.
answering service, 500 54. Free Column
Available September 1.
30 Business Rentals
All utilities including
Maple. 753-0359.
Water and sewer fur- 41 Public Sales
central
All
water.
YELLOW COLLIE dog 3
1972 YAMAHA 200 twin
nished. Call 753-1450.
weather
streets.
years old. Needs good
bike.
Sell
Must
street
MOVING
ELECED
cylinder
LICENS
Rental
Telephone 436-5320 or 436home. Call 436-5454.
753Call
Call
condition.
stove,
$40.00.
Prompt,
TRIC1AN
Excellent
unM
TWO BEDROO
2473.
Property
m.
p.
No
1
job
4131.
after
service.
efficient
5274411
furnished apartment on
too small. Call Ernest MALE DOG,8 months old,
Court Souse Rests' Property
lake property, 6 miles YARD SALE Friday and 46.
honey colored, mixed
For
Sale
fee lease it negotiable terms.
Homes
bike.
road
HONDA
175
White. 753-0605.
1971
from Paris lending State
An Office Midis* with porting
breed, looks like half size
Saturday, August 29 and
good
In
753-3596.
Call
improvements. Free
Park. $125.00 per month. 30. Antiques, depression BY OWNER AT MIDWAY,
it the Hatless, corner 0 NorSHOLAR GUTTERING BY Sears, Great Dane. Call 436-2258.
T
CONTAC
condition.
436-5840.
estimates.
Call 901-642-5590.
* Street mud Maple Street in
3 bedroom combination
glass, collectables, nice
Brothers for -all
_
Memory, Restecky wit% pelting
sewing and laundry room,
clothing, hodge podge.
youi , TWO FEMALE Chesapeke
grztriaa-ctrorwO-r-V,
per
iltfrtir
installed
-Thrtrit
*--rmirr
-42,5-44
PANI#J4*
-atr-=-K
imusaintely is frost of soil
ROOM
NICE THREE
Wtertneeresere..-electric' frestanct-94
Phone
--Higheas40
Bay retreiver puppies.
needs.
trucking
or
and
5.00
hauling
Larry
after
ons.
Call
specificati
Livestock
436-5333
2*-4111101
Call
-*Stahel:1 apaftriTetrilor 7 from Harpoles Grocery. 9
r, carport and
conditione
Nine weeks old, deep red
354or
354-8138
Aurora,
-Zell
s.
4g
-4
it. ea 753-4041 Were
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
small appliance
P.m.
people. All utilities fur- a. m. to 6 p. m. Don't 'two big garage or
in color. Call 474-2752.
7 p. m.
500 p.a.
after
8161
436-5472.
or
estimate,
436-5844
nished. $125.00 per month. Miss! Something for
workshop on 1 acre. Call
1974 ELSINORE MT 250
Call 753-7243.
753-5765.
everyone.
Honda. Call 489-2604 or
31. Want To Rent
489-2519.
ROBERTS REALTY REALLY HAS SOME BARGAINS, LISTED BELOW ARE A FEW
APART- CARPORT SALE starts 8 HOME HUNTING? You
FURNISHED
will find a large selection
GOOD LISTINGS THAT HAVE BEEN REDUCED TO PRICES YOU CAN'T PASS UP.
MENTS. One or two
a. m. 1617 Catalina Drive.
NICE FULLY furnished
49. Used Cars & Trucks
in all price ranges at
bedrooms. Zimmerman
All day Saturday.
air conditioned one
Located on Henry Street we have a 2 bedroom bnck
Business located on Ky. Lake has 130 ft. of beautiful
Wilson Realty, Auction
Apartments South 16th
bedroom apartments.
440.
with large den, nice cabinets in kitchen, carpeted.
GT7(
H
PLYMOUT
1970
Lake front, restaurant with all new fixtures,
and Insurance. Across
Street. 753-6609.
Call 435-4578,
43 Real Estate
Garage priced at only $18,500.
Four speed. Call 474-2257.
beautiful mobile -home like new, 2 outside storage
from Post Office, Phone
houses, bait house, dock, lots of room for expansion.
GARAGE FOR 16 FT. boat,
3. Rooms For Rent
753-3263. Nights and 1960 FORD PlcikUP in
Located on 641 gOthhftwe have an extra nice 2
ROBERTS REALTY
Owners want to sell to close the deceased estate.
preferably within city
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
Call 753bedroom brick with full basement on app. 1 acre lot
condition.
good
on
located
at
12th
South
Price has been reduced $13,000.
limits or near lake. Call BOYS. 1510 Story, Murray.
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753priced at $23,000.
3608.
has
five
Sycamore
753-9736 after 4:30.
1607,, Ronnie Pea, 345Call 753-8821.
across
lot
acre
licensed and bonded sales
1
approx.
on
Large 3 bedroom brick
2343, Loretta Jobs 753Located on N.7th Street we have a large 4 bedroom
personnel to serve you
1968 BUICK $300. 1963
from fairgrounds. Has large den with fireplace, enPROFESSIONAL,
exS.
M.
L.
6079.
Member
and
nice
boys
ROOMS FOR
brick with 2 baths, double oven range,fireplace,
plus twenty years exChevy 60LWV boom truck
trance hall, dining-room,family room, utility, large
MARRIED couple looking
has been reduced to
price
lot,
Central air and clusive real estate exshady
private.
large
tra
boy
dishlow
range,
2 car carport, patio, storage house,
for unfurnished house to
FOR SALE by owner. $1800; Tamdem
$27,500.
heat. Kitchen, half block perience. Call 753-1651 or
tilt trailer, 1200 lbs.
washer, carpet, a real fine home , been reduced to
rent
will
provide
3
spacious.
Beautiful
436campus. Call
from
Chevy
1962
$200;
We
capacity
office.
by
our
come
637,500.
references. Call 762-2291
bedroom home at 1409
Located on Dodson Ave.- we have a 3 bedroom
N ton pickup 9300; 2 1957
5479.
like to talk REAL
or 753-8546.
Dudley. Call 753-4381.
$175;
for
brick, carpeted throughout, porch, carport and
both
Chevy's
ESTATE.
Large 4 bedroom, 3 bath house only 1 year old, has
at only $24,000.
with boom and
priced
GMC
1959
near
extra nice carpet, fireplace, central heat and air,
1 1,2 4 cylinder Wisconsin
MOVING FROM Texas SLEEPAN(W.ALCI0111
NEAR ALMO irtrtuTs Sot ROOM HOUSE,
'
storm windows & doors, entrance hall on 1 42 acre lot
University. Private bath
baths, 6 miles from city
looking for house to rent
within view of Highway
power wench. Ready to
Another 3 bedroom brick located on Calloway
Quiet
entrance.
10
with large shade trees, owners are leaving county
garage,
and
40
x
40
limits.
Alfred
of
Need
acreage.
Estate
some
with
641.
436-2538,
Call
$950.
mount
has a double paved drive, fully insulated
Avenue,
and have reduced price $7,500.
student. Call 753-7575 or
acres of land, deep well, ask for Nick.
not be in top condition
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
under the floors, beautiful shady lot. Priced at
even
753-0669.
256 ft. highway frontage.
willing to repair. Please
only $24,000.
Located on South 4th St. near city limits, extra nice
Will trade for house in 1969 INTERNATIONAL 2
8.
call collect 314-441-005
FIVE ACRE tracts on
34 Houses For Rent
has
carpet,
den,
with
house
3
basement,
bedroom
436-5560.
Call
town.
ton with grain bed. 1964
Located just off Irvan Cobb Road - we have 21 acre
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky
186 ft. highway frontage, zoned for business, owners
32. Apartments For Rent
al 2 ton. 1964
Internation
farm with a 20 stall farrowing house like new
hog
road,
3
for
blacktop
a
HOUSE
1918),
ED
FURNISH
have moved and reduced price to $16,009.
BY OWNER, delightful 3
753C.all
2,7
ton.
Ford
5 room frame house in very good condition, exHas
and
Ky
near Hamlin,
or 4 persons. Available
Poessession with deed.
bedroom brick, central
MURRAY MANOR - All
2 acre tobacco base, tobacco barn,
1
2350.
tra good well, 2/
ly. Call 753
Chandler Park. These lots
immediate
heat and air, all apnew, all electric, one and
other outbuildings, app. 19 acres
and
barn
stock
exan
in
are located
3040.
One of the most beautiful lots in Murray, in one of
pliances, dining room and 1967 FORD FALCON, 24
two bedroom apartments.
Wanting to get in the Hog
fences.
good
cropland,
clusive development near
the most highly restricted sub. in town, app. 1 acre
den. Big shady lot. 401 N.
burn oil.
Stove, refrigerator, and
doesn't
$30,500.
place
the
is
mpg,
here
Business
only
is
It
Lake.
Kentucky
M, brick
with beautiful maple shade trees. Priced reduced
10th. Asking $26,500. Call
water furnished. On TWO BEDROO
Call between 12 noon and
a short distance to boat
and
washer
,
furnished
$750.
753-0690.
Duiguid Road, just off 641
4 p. m., 767-4444.
Like that old stately look in truly one of the fine
launching facilities at
dryer. 10 miles from
North. 753-8668.
homes- you would be interested in this 9 room
older
Each
Park.
Chandler
Large 3 bedroom brick located in Bagwell Manor
town. Call 492-8594 after
3
AUDUBON,
1700
CHEVELIE 350 white
located on a large shady lot 1118 x 2201,
brick
1969
solid
and
wooded
nicely
is
tract
garage,
car
2
anytime
den,
large
Sub. This house has extra
5:30 p. m.
bedroom, 2 baths, family
inONE BEDROOM furnished
black
and
gas heat, part basement, range, dishcentral
exterior
has
sites.
building
good
has
large kitchen with lots of cabinets, extra large
weekends.
dining
fireplace,
room,
apartment. Adjacent to
rough
shag,
3fireplaces,$45,000.
red
disposal,
terior
washer,
Electric and phone are in
closets, owners have moved, possession with deed,
room, carpet drapes. Call
University CAmpus. Air
seen at 1630
be
can
body
y
Reasonabl
area.
the
RENT,
any reasonable bid will be considered.
753-3960.
conditioned. Very nice HOUSE FOR
Main Street. Make OHO'.
4 Acres of land with old house and foundation and
priced. John C. Neubauer,
couples only. No pets. Call
and clean. Couple only.
Call 753-0239.
part basement for new house, has city water, priced
Street.
Main
505
Realtor,
Just listed large 4 bedroom house located on South
753-2987.
Phone 753-3805.
at
$3850.
Murray, 753-0101 or 753- COLDWATER, 1 year,
'Ilth St. Garage, deep lot and priced at $16,500.
new, large 3 bedroom
7531.
FORD truck
TON
2
11,
1946
to
a.
Dog
Coon
Owner will trade for anything from
house. Extra large lot, 2
We have justed listed 2 extra large homes located
with steel dump bed
Billy Goat, just try him.
garage,
attached
car
perED
app.6 miles east of Murray on Ky. Highway 121,one
THE QUALIFI
condition. $500.00
Good
patio, separate laundry
has 10 rooms one has 9,each have 2',2 baths, ranges,
sonnel at Guy Spann
Call 527-8569
Just listed on S. 4th Street across from Fina Service
and
air
central
room,
talk
to
s, fireplaces, garages, have good well
waiting
dishwasher
Realty are
Station, a 3 bedroom house on business lot - 126 by
is now
heat, built-in range and
water, prefinished hardwood floors in living room
regarding your real
you
to
442.
LE
OLDSMOBI
1968
258 for $17,500.00.
dishwasher. ExUnder New Mannement
and dining rooms, part of bedrooms carpeted. Ifyou
and
estate needs. Our time is
brakes
Power
to
see
Must
y.
p.m.
traordinar
12:30
interested in large homes in Country you need to
are
your time. Give us a call
6:30 a.m. to
steering, air conditioned,
Highway.
Just listed on Irvan Cobb Rd. Just off 94
. Call 489-2493.
appreciate
901
at
Available
office
on these houses. They are each on lots 1511 a
the
by
check
new
drop
or
Cycles
Two
factory mags.
Permanent Press
This exceptionally neat 3 bedroom brick, extra
Surrounded bN app. 30 acres will sell any or
ft.
152
_SYcamore Street, 753tires. Must see to ap_ large lot,'pricedlo sell $20,750. '
40"--- 7724.
Oryat $30,000 and $35,000 each,land extra
all,
priced
753-7761.
Call
Prices
Reduced
preciate.
Wash-35'
40
acres
has
lake
daily
near
of
2 acres land
/
by C. 0. ilesiskiersert
Just listed 671
Attendant on duty
VALUE WITH eleganceLocated at COtner N. 7th and at Pine St. we have
Itority
1974 C. J.5 Jeep V-8, loaded
of cropland, balance in timber. $25,000.
Immaculate home with
frame house for only $8,000.
room
2 IM brick it 504 S. *Hy blew
with extras. Call 753-4148
four bedrooms, three
$17,000.
Located on Colds Camp Ground Rd., extra large 3
baths, family room with
One of the finer homes in county located on 10 acres
200 Ermine art 405 Vine mow
1971 VEGA HATCHBACK,
bedroom brick on 1 acre lot, has fireplace, range,
fireplace, built-in kitchen
$10,500.
of land, has 11 rooms, 3 baths, Thermo Pane wingood
radio,
FM
4 speed, ANI
dishwasher, only 31,2 miles from Murray on
with eating area, full
Large brick rib res. NW 2 apts.
dows, central heat and air, 2 car garage and 2 car
low mileage. Very good
rooted it $240 at 1100 Olive,
basement, living room
road. $38.000.
carport, large redwood deck, overlooking large
489-2765
Call
$34,000.
condition.
with fireplace, double
wooded hollow, fireplace, range, dishwasher, 9 big
2 wren so 121
1
2 U from, 7/
Located on 121 Highway south - we have one of the
carport and other extras.
closets, 160 ft. well with plenty of water, has walk
*ear MAL $111,750.
2 acre lot. Has 2
/
1968 TRIUMPH TR258 in
better built homes rn county on 11
Including large deck and
out basement, owners who are the builders are
Barber
Bondurant
.
0.
C.
Fred
Call.
Elv Realtor
good shape 11350. Phone
ceramic tile baths, central heat and air, carpet,
39 acres ideal for subleaving county due to transfer of work. Let us show
First 753-9954 or 753-3460
753-4440.
range,dishwasher, ref., 2 car garage, tile porch and
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
dividing. Contact Boydyou this quick possession $51,800.
large tile patio -Owner would trade $45,000.
Majors Real Estate, 105
four
STORY,
TWO
and
auiornatic
GTO,
1970
753-8080.
call
N. 12th, or
Located on lot adjoining University campus we
bedroom brick, 2 full
OVER OR UNDER-SPENDING
air. Call 753-A86.
House and 2 acres of land at Harris Grove $10,000.
have a 3 bedroom brick with 1 12 baths and priced at
separate dining
baths,
40 ACRES,just listed, ideal
$25,000.
room and family room in 50 Campers
a better house than the
Some people spend more
for cattle or horses,
Located in Old Almo across from post office we
A good
for.
calk
average
very pleasant S. West
when
sheet
carpet,
than they can afford
house,
about
frame
with
fenced
bedroom
2
large
mostly
a
have
house may seen costly, but
neighborhood. TOPPER--CAMPER for
A 2 bedroom mobile home and 5 acres of land near
Murray
buying a house. Equally
18 tendable acres, tobacco
rocked, needs some work in bath, priced at only
the rewards are well worth
wheel base pickup
New Mt. Carmal Church on Highway 121,$4,950.
well landlong
trees,
of
Lots
painful is the mistake of
base and year around
$5500
it. Investing in a house that's
cheapest
lights
inside
the
Has
for
buying
753-5249
truck.
Call
scaped.
a little more expensive gives
creek through property.
possible house and then sufand out; paneled on inside
appointment.
you an excellent inflation
Also located near New Mt. Canna! Church we have
Priced to sell at $12,500.
fering through Its shortwhole
your
and insulated. Priced
while
hedge
Company,
6 room house on 20 acres of land, has several outRealty
a
comings.
Moffitt
reasonable ('all 753-7997
OWNER: Three
family enjoys a better place
BY
I have no intention 01
753-3597.
and long highway front, priced at $15,750.
12th,
buildings
South
206
resale
the
often,
to live And
day or night
bedroom brick arid 30 x 32
stating how much anyone
opportunity is brighter.
can afford for a house. This
Stran steel building, also
TO BUY or sell Real
is a very personal decision,
new three bedroom brick CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Estate, call or see us at
There are guidelines of
and twelve acres. Call
Coachman, Trail Star,
lenmonthly averages that
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
753-8615.
Fold down. unique, Good
for
ding institutions use
81 Maple Streets, phone
2 mile east
1
used trailers. /
housing expenses- But - fike
753-7113. We have local
NEW HOME for sale in
641
n.
intersectio
and
68
of
the 'height weight" charts
can
we
* there is anything
and out of state buyers
2 story,
/
Gates116rough, 11
printed on scales - these are
Draffinville. KY. Phone
to help you in the field of
do
and handle property of all
,
only averages.
contemporary styled.
527-7807
real estate, please phone of
. kinds, in both Kentucky
Don't hold back if you feel
PUROOM &
Four bedrooms, three
at
in
drop
exceed the
can
you
and
Tennessee. We need
THURMAN REAL ESTATE.,
baths Many.' extras in
51. Seryttes Offered
guidelines When you are
your listings now. Home
407 Maple. St.. Murray.
house including cathedral
willing and sufficiently
412 South 12th St. Phone-753-1651
phones: Fulton E. Young,
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I Funerals 1Zarb Says Extension Would
Wildy G. Miller
Be 'Nightmare' For America
Dies Here Today

Quarantined Dog
Found Wednesday
The dog under quarantine and
missing from the Calloway
County Dog Pound was found
Wednesday afternoon at a
residence near Coldwater.
Officials at the Calloway
County Health Department said
the resident called the department and said the dog had been
seen at the residence for about
two days.
The dog was under quarantine after a person had been
bitten. If the dog had not been
found, the person bitten would
have had to take the series of
Rabies shots.

Kim E.Pennington Reappointed
To Staff Of Boston University

Dr. Titsworth Is
Appointed, Board

Kim E. Pennington has been New York. He accom
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — niques that cost more than the should
Dr. A. Howard Titsworth,
panies
be taken is for the nareappointed to the staff of the numerous voice recit
The head of the Federal Ener- oil can be sold for under
als ,in dentist from Murray, has been
con- tion to produce automobiles
School of Music of Boston Boston and
Wildy G. Miffer of Murray gy -Administration, indicating trols.
in Bridgeport, appointed to the State Board Of
"
that can be operated more
efRoute Three died this morning that President Ford still plans
University for the 1975-76 Connecticu
t. He made his Dental Examiners.
He said if the controls are ficiently. The auto
industry
at 9:10 at the Murray-Calloway to veto legislation to extend lifted
acitemic year.
The appointment of Dr.
television debut in Boston on
, more oil will be pro- should convert its production
of
County Hospital.
Beginning his second year of August 16 appearing with mezzo Titsworth was made by Kenprice Controls on domestic oil, duced.
"fleets of chromium-plated
affiliation with B. U., Pen- soprano Lou Connolly
He is survived by his wife, says the result of such an exgunon station tucky Governor Julian Carroll.
"So free oil prices are not boats to efficient cars that
get
nington serves as vocal ac- WBZ, and his engagement
Martha. Other details were not tension would be a -nightjust a conservation measure — us where we are going
s for
without
available at presstime.
companist and art song-opera future appearances.
mare" for the nation.
they mean more supply, nearly emptying the gas tank
coach to both undergraduate
every
The
Blalock -Coleman
That nightmare, said Frank a half billion barrels of oil pro- 200 miles
Pennington resides at 36
LAKE DATA
."
Funeral Home will have charge G. Zarb, would be made "even
Irving Street on historic Beacon
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9
duced in this country in 1985,"
He said some progress
has
of the arrangements.
more frightening by the govern- Zarb said.
Hill, Boston's oldest and most down 0.1. Below dam 302.4 up
been made in that direction
but
ment's tendency to give at least
beautiful section. He received 0.5.
He said it is inevitable that that there is room for more
imequal weight to political as well oil prices will continue climb provement.
the Bachelor of Music degree
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9
to
as economic profit in making until the nation no longer
from Murray State University down 0.1. Below dam 302.8 up
Although the Clean Air Act.
is
decisions."
in 1970, and the Master of Music 0.5.
forced to rely on imported oil. Zarb said, has "made a
great
Zarb, in a speech here
degree from Indiana University
"The money we spent for oil contribution to the welfa
Sunset 7:33 p. m. Sunrise 6:24
re" of
Wednesday night, declared that imports in 1974 could have
in 1972. He has completed over a. m.
paid the nation, its environmental
the best course for the nation is the salaries of 1.6 millio restrictions
half the requirements for the
n
on burning coal
Don Shirley, brother of Edgar to "clear a path for consumers American workers or built "are
Doctor of Musical Arts degree
more stringent than is
U.S.
Force
s,
Germany
Shirley of Murray, died Monday so that they can make their more than 600,00 brand
at Boston University.
0
new necessary for the protection of
AHTNC) Aug. 7—Army
night at a hospital in Great own-decisions.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
homes," Zarb said. "But it did public health."
Serge
ant
Bobby
F.
Williams,
Falls, Montana. His death at the
"We can develop additional not pay any salaries, at least
Clinton Pennington of Murray
He said the President's
son
of Vernon F. Williams, 510
proage of 47 followed an illness of energy supplies under our own not here, and
Route Three.
it did not build posed amendments to the act Poplar St., Murray,
parabout one week.
control, more oil and natural anything, at least not for
were worked out jointly by the ticipated in the 59th
us."
inThe deceased owned and gas from the Outer Continental
He said the Organization of FEA and the Environmen
tal ternational four-day march in
operated a 4ift shop in Great Shelf, Alaska and the Naval Petroleum Expor
ting Countries Protection Agency and that if Nijmegen, Holland.
Falls.
Petroleum Reserves," Zarb (OPEC) has the oil marke
t cor- they are passed "the future of
The march was sponsored by
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. said.
nered and intends to continue the coal industry and of
the the Royal Netherlands League
Estelle Shirley, and six children
"But there is some oil which to maximize its profit
Kim E. Pennington
country will be brighter than for Physical Culture.
s.
of Great Falls, Montana, and will never be produced if we
voice
students and 'top-rank
"The only way to take back ever before."
Sgt. Williams is regularly
seven brothers and sisters in- continue to impose an artificial our own independen
ce — to get
Zarb made his remarks in a assigned as a squad leader with professional opera singers.
cluding Edgar Shirley of price," he said. "Getting it out out of that corne
In addition to duties at B. U.,
r — is to estab- speech before the Governor's the
39th
Infantry
in Pennington coach
Murray.
requires sophisticated, ex- lish a tough, hard progr
es singers all
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
am that Economic Growth Conference, Baurnholder.
Funeral services will beheld pensive technology — tech- will reduce our
over greater Boston, and also in verdict of suicid
reliance on
e was written
Friday at Great Falls, Montheir product."
in the death of James Bolin, 43,
tana, with burial to follow in a
He said those who believe
who died at the Kentucky State
cemetery there.
that the price of oil eventually
Penitentiary July 5, Lyon Counwill go down are "building casty Coroner Eugene Denney said
tles in the air."
Wednesday.
"We can keep our domestic
According to coroner's
oil relatively cheap, for exrecords, Bolin, of McCreary
ample, by maintaining price
County, was the llth inmate to
WASHINGTON (AP) — The land and
Miami Beach are still
•Graveside rites for Mrs.
After the vote, Brown said in commit suicide at the maxcontrols on more than half of Democrats have
decid
ed
in
to
the running.
Harvey Marie) Wilson were
California he was "dis- imum security prison since
At," he said. "But in the real take their 1976
Jan
presidential
Mayor Abraham D. Beame appointed. I think Los
held this morning at ten o'clock
world that means less domestic nominating conve
Angeles 1., 1975.
ntion
to
New
told
the Democratic committee would have been by far the
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An autopsy performed at
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"Middle America."
meeting the economic chal- facilities, it would
Chicago, Ill. She is survived by He was 87 years of age and a ported oil will grow,
Bolin's body was found at
have reand
there
The
Democ
rats
made their lenge."
her husband, Harvey wilsoloo resident of 302 North Sixth is no way the federa
quired bus transportation over 6:40 a.m. by prison guards who
l govern- choice Wednesday after New
Street
,
who is a native of
Mayfield.
The New Yorkers pointed out the area's complicate
. Calloway
ment can control the price of York officials
d free- were summoned by prisoners in
and labor chiefs that their financial probl
The deceased was a retired oil produ
County.
ems ways to and from hotels. cells near the victim. He was
ced in another coun- pleaded that the
financially have forced layoffs of city em- Beame
The J. H. Churchill Funeral salesman and a member of the try," he said.
said New York had hanging with a bed-sheet tied to
troubled city needs the econom- ployes
Home had charge "of the First United Methodist Church,
, some of whom might be abundant hotel space, most a cell ventil
"More ,and exorbitantly ic boost of a big
ator.
convention and put back to work in the event within
Mayfield. Born December 5, priced
arrangements.
walking distance of the
oil will flow into this they promised there
Bolin was alone in his cell,
1887, in Warren County, he was count
would be of a convention boom.
Garden.
ry, so it is not a question no labor compl
since he had requested adminications.
the son of the late A. W. Canis 3f wheth
Neal Walsh, New York's comThe main problem with the istrative segregation earlier.
er the price of oil will
The site selection committee, missioner
and Mary Feland Canis.
of public events, said Garden is that some delegates
go up, but when, and under faced with some
Bolin, who entered prison in
Its be kind to feet week.
intrapaty dis- the convention will be worth and altern
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. whose
Stock Market.
ates will be seated on 1965, was paroled in 1973 and
control," Zarb said.
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Lucien M. Callis,
Former Resident
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Democrats To Convene At New York;
Republicans Looking At Kansas City

Floyd Knobs, Ind. Invaded
By Hordes Of Millipedes
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